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Coach won't finish
stormy first season
© College Heights Herald 2002
BY M ICHEAL COM P TON

Herald reporter
Athletics Director Wood Selig
confirmed late last night that the
resignation of women's basketball

coach Shawn Campbell will be
announced this morning.
The resignation comes three
days after Campbell was suspended indefinitely for what Selig
called "inappropriate behavior."
It took 16 seasons for Campbell
to get a head coaching position, but
it took him only 25 games to begin
sear ching for a second one.
Campbell could not be reached
for comment yesterday.
Campbell had come under .lire

♦

Student News. Faculty News.
Alumni News. All News.

Bowling Green, Kentucky 42101

by some fans for his fiery sideline
antics, which began with the Lady
Toppers' first exhibition game Nov.
3. During the contest, some fans sitting behind the team bench moved
seats to avoid Campbell's profanity-laced tirades.
By the end of November,
Campbell was sending letters of
apology to season-ticket holders
and Hilltopper Athletic Foundation members, promising to
improve his behavior.

The coach proceeded to receive
four technical fouls, two ejections
and a one-game suspension from
the Sun Belt Conference over the
next eight games.
Campbell's relationship with
the fans hit its boiling point earlier
this month when the coach said
after a loss," ... As far as the people
liking me or disliking me, that's got
to go. We've either got to get a new
fan base or those people can just
stay home. I just don't really care at

Facilities Management workers forced to dodge trash thrown at them while cleaning the Hill
B Y D ANNY
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this point."
But Campbell has developed
some fans. Alan Francis, a seasonticket holder since the mid--80s,
said he has defended the coach's
ability all season.
"I've said he could coach, but it
gets harder and harder to defend
him ..." Francis said. "He's made
everybody mad at him. The players
are mad at him, the Sun Belt, the
SE£
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PFT fires
frustrate
residents

Herald reporter
Billy Breakfield starts every
Monday morning by crawling out
of bed at 6 a.m.
He ventures to campus for his
day of work, and an hour later he's
wa lking around the bottom of the
Hill picking up trash. He scopes
out the destruction left over from
weekend campus dwellers.
Monday was a frigid morning
of work for Breakfield. He
wrapped himself up and joked
with his co- workers before
heading out to begin his day.
During his 18 yea r s at
Western, Breakfield said he's
seen a slight increase in campus
vandalism, but what worries
him more is violent campus
trashing.
At times, for Breakfield and
his co-workers, their work environment resembles that of a hostile war zone.
While cleaning around dorms
at Western, workers often have
to dodge projectiles that are
thrown their way by students
looking out from windows
above.
"What gets us upset is people
trying to hit us, by throwing
things out the windows,"
Breakfield said. "People will
throw bottles at us."
Western spends between
$70,000 and $125,000 a year in
wages for employees like
Breakfield to pick up litter. It's
an ongoing problem, one that
Facilities Management is trying
to remedy.
The threat of falling trash has
caused Breakfield and his partner, Rob Shulda, to work in
pairs at all times. While one person picks up trash near the
dorms, the other works as a spotter, watching for anything being ·
· thrown from the windows.
Breakfield and Shulda take
turns working as the spotter.
According to Breakfie ld, residents in Keen Hall and BarnesCampbell Hall are notorious for
throwing trash at the workers.
"It is really unfortunate that
we have to worry about getting
bombed," Facilities Management Manager Gr eg Fear said.
"Someone almost got hit in the
head by a full Coke can."
When Breakfield and Shulda
manage to pick up trash without
being hit, they sometimes find
SEE
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Four evacuations
in nine days
B Y

J.

MI C H AE L M OO R E

Herald reporter
R esidents of Pearce-Ford
Tower are getting a little hot
under the collar.
The 26-story building has
been evacuated four times in
nine days because of fires ,
leaving students steamed and
campus authorities seeing red.
Troubles escalated earlier
this week when three fires
were reported in a 24-hour
period from Monday to early
Tuesday morning.
Fires in tras h chutes have
been a particular area of concern, even though a ll have
been extinguis h ed by PFT's
sprinkler system.
The first chute fire was
reported at 2:58 a.m. , F eb. 11
and a second and third were
reported Monday at 12:35 a .m
and again at 6:47 p.m.
"It's a shame that we have to
pay $1,000 a semester to sit outside," Somerset sophomore Matt
SE E FIR ES,
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State Supreme Court to visit
The Kentucky Supreme Court
will hear arguments April 17-18 in
Garrett Ballroom. The court last
visited Western three years ago.
Page 6

M.I.A. - Men in Aerobics
Attendance In aerobics classes
at Preston Center has increased
dramatically since last semester,
but few men are stepping up to the
challenge. Page 9

Basketball honors seniors

Edward Linsmier/Herald
Billy Bre:.kfield, group leader of a grounds crew, cleans litter left by students during the weekend.

Three men's and three
women's players will be honored
this weekend in Diddle Arena dur·rng Senior Nights. Page 13, 14
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At the corner of Brownslock and Vine streets,
Westside Neighborhood Park was filled with patrons
thanks to an unusually warm February Sunday.
The park's busy bas ketba ll court empties
around mid-afternoon as a crowd of young players
leave, following the oldest boy who wants to know
who can do the most backflips in a row. Left
behind is a quiet boy named Chad Clark who is
practicing layups. A lone girl watches.
Seven-year-old Devonta Donan races onto the
court with Clark. Donan is younger than the rest.
He had been ignored by other boys. Now, he's getting his hands on the ball without the competition.
With a miss by Clark, Donan takes chase. Then,
upon capture, he tries to bounce the ball between
his legs. He launches the ball in the air and occasionally rattles one in. A made shot brings forth an
arms-raised-in-victory celebration from Donan.
Unfortunately for Donan, his playing time is cut
short by one of two girls now admiring Clark. The
newest girl to show l.lP begins flirting with Clark
and knocks the ball from his hands. Donan seems
to sense a new type of competition to his participation as the boy and girl begin teasing each other.
"We can play teams!" Donan screams with his
hands waving wildly, attempting to get Clark's
attention.
"Boys against girls!" he adds, with no results.
Donan finds himself out of the game again. He
looks to the other girl still watching, now by herself. Maybe the two could play together.
Instead, a car passes by that Donan recognizes
and he calls out to them. They don't stop.
As quickly as Donan entered the scene, he runs
off chasing the car.
- James Branaman
Branaman is a freshman photojournalism
major from Berea. He can be reached at
jamesbranaman@yahoo.com.

H

Crime Reports
Arrests
♦ Emily Erin Robertson,
Louisville, was charged yesterday with alcohol intoxication.
She was released the same day
from Warren County Regional
Jail on time served.
♦ Tiffany Shemille Troutt,
P e arc e-Ford T o we r , was
charged yesterday with possession of a fake drivers license,
possession of marijuana, possession of drug paraphernalia
and possession of alcohol by a
minor. She was released the
same day from Warren County
Regional Jail on a $1 ,000 unsecured bond.
♦ Jessica Ann Goffinet, PFT,
was charge d yesterday with
tampering with physical evi-

dence of a controlled substance, possession of marijuana, possession of drug paraphernalia, possession of a controlled substance and possession of alcohol by a minor. She
was released the same day
from Warren County Regional
Jail on a $1 ,000 unsecured
bond.
♦ Jeffr e y We ave r Smith,
Louisville, was charged yesterday with alcohol intoxication.
He was r eleased the same day
from Warren County Regional
Jail on time served.

Reports
♦

A fire was reported in a
PFT trash chute at 6:47 p.m.
Monday. The scene was cleared

by the Bowling Green Fire
Department at 7:29 p.m.
♦ John M. Oliver, Zacharias
Hall , reported Monday his CD
player worth $200 stolen from
his 1990 Ford Mustang parked
in the Normal Lot between 8
p .m. Sunday and 8:44 a.m .
Monday. Damage to the vehicle's vinyl roof and dash totaling $750 was also reported.
♦ A fire was reported at 1:35
a.m. Tuesday in the 23rd floor
kitchen of PFT.
♦ John W. Lile, RodesHarlin Hall, reported Tuesday
the rear windshield of his 1998
Pontiac GTA smashed and his
box speakers and amplifier
worth $800 stolen . Damage to
the windshield totaled $1,000.
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News Briefs
job search strategies, career
wardrobe fashion and a r esume
writing workshop.

Western's William E. Bivin
Forensic Society was crowned
state champion for the 14th
straight year earlier this month.
Fourteen members of the speech
and debate team placed first in
the overall team sweepsta kes
and first in the university division sweepstakes at the
Kentucky Forensics Association
State Tournament Feb. 15-16 at
Northern Ke ntucky University.
Four other team members
also r ece ive d 11 individual
awards and finished fifth in the
team sweepstakes Feb. 15-17 at
the
Oklahoma Swing at
Oklahoma University.

Bowling Green Police
survey students

Western 's School of Journalism and Broadcasting will host
"Challenges and Choices" at 9:30
a .m. today in the faculty house
and Garrett Center Room 201.
The public relations symposium, which is being organized
by Western's public relations
program , serves a s a m arketplace of ideas between working
professionals and students.
Sessions for the symposium
will run from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.
and include presentations about

781-1000

1505 U.S. 31W Bypass

Forensics crowned
state champion

PR symposium today

South B.G. & Dine In:

781-6063

The Bowling Green Police
Department, with the assistance
of Western, is performing a telephone survey about the quality of
service provided by B owling
Green police.
Police are requesting that any
Western student that is contacted
be candid when responding to the
s urvey. The survey began Monday
and will run for two weeks.

"Coming Home"
to honor athletes .
"Coming Home 2002" will take
place this weekend. Both t h e
men's and women's basketball
teams will close out their seasons
with games against Middle
Tennessee. The Lady Toppers will
tipoff at 7 p.m. Friday and th e
men's team will take the floor at 7
p.m. Saturday.
Seniors from both teams will
be honored during Senior Night
on Friday and Saturday during
both games. Former Western players, coaches and managers will
also visit with fans in a reunion
room b efore both games and six
championship teams will be honored in halftime ceremonies.

Author to receive award
Paul V. Murphy, author of
the b ook, "The Rebuke of
History: The Southern Agrarians and American Conservative Thought," will be
awarded the 2001 Robert Penn
Warren-Cleanth Brooks Award
April 21 at the 15th annual
Robert Penn Warren Symposium at Western.
Murphy will receive a $1,000
prize and certificate a long with
the award. Past winners of the
honor include Sir Frank
Kermode, Ronald Schuchard,
Denis Donoghue , John Hollander, Mark Royden Winchell
and Lewis P. Simpson.

Radon informational
session Feb. 27
The Barren River Area Radon
Task Force will present "Meet
the Mitigators" from 9 to 11 a.m.,
Feb. 27 at the Warren County
Cooperative Extension Service
Education
Center,
3132
Nashville Rd.
The information session
about radon will be followed by
a session with certified measurement and mitigation specialists.
Everyone who att ends will
receive a free radon test kit.
For more information ca ll
781-2490.
- Rex Hall Jr.
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Repairs not
budgeted
CO N TIN U EO FROM FRON T PAGE

rather disgusting items.
Bottles of urine, used condoms and bags of marij uana
are not unusual finds.
" I don ' t und ers tand why
people don 't just walk to the
bathroom ," Shulda sa id . "We
find bottles of urine every time
we clean next to the dorms."
While picking up litter such
as wrappers and e mpty soda
bottles can b e tedious for
Breakfie ld and his co-workers,
they prefer the job over picking up more vulgar pieces o f
trash.
" We've got one hellac ious
cr ew," Breakfield said. "But I
hate picking up urine bottles
and us·ed condoms."
Br eakfield and his co-workers are a laid back group, but
they have no qualms aga inst
turning people in for launching waste out windows.
"We have caught people
throwing th i ngs out of the
dorms," Fear said. "These p eople will be punished for their
actions. "
Louisville fr e shman John
Shoulder, who lives in Poland
Hall, doesn't see why peopl e
would launch tras h out a window.
" I see people toss something
out the window eve ry once in a
while," Shoulders s aid. "But I
don't know why anybody would
ever throw something at a
worker."
While litter tends to pile up
regularly outside dorms, it's
just one area on campus that is
plagued with the problem.
" I've been doing this fo r a
long time, and it never seems
to change much ," Breakfield
said. "We realize that it is a
small number of students
doing a lot of damage."
Solving the problem hasn't
come easily.
"We want t o improve t h e
problem , but we don ' t want
people lo vandalize the campu s ju s t to g et ba c k at us, "
Fear said . " But I think t hat
most students will make mo r e
e ffort to take care of their
school if they know there is a
problem."
Louisville fr e shman Scott
DeGaris said he do esn 't think
l itter and vandali s m are a
predicament at Weste rn.
"I
transfer r ed
from
Kentuc ky , and I g u ess the r e
might be a little more litter on
campus here," De Gari s said.
B11t Fear said most students
don 't realize how big of a problem campus litter is.
" The stude nts don 't s ee all
of the litter because we clean
it up before they wake up ,"
Fear iaid . " I wish that all of
the students cou l d see h ow
muc h trash there really is on
the ground."
Funds for litter and vandalism clean- up come directly
from
the
Fac iliti es
Management budget.
But no money in the budget
is s p ecifically allocated for
vandalism, which can cost the
department as much as $2,000 a
weekend.
"Repairs come straight out
of the budget from other
areas," Fear said. "This is the
students' tuition money being
wasted o n repairing va ndalism."
According to Fear, the most
commonly destroyed things on
camp u s are trash cans and
gray building ide ntification
signs.
" Typ ically you can follow
the path of a vandal , " Fear
said. "They will knock over a
trash can and then 80 feet later
kick in a sign."
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Journalism building completion delayed
BY ZACH MILLS

Herald reporter
With less than a year left before
its scheduled completion, construction on the new Journalism
and Technology Hall is running
smoothly.
According to Ed West, director
of Construction Management
Services, both the new building
and the Guthrie Bell Tower should
be completed before the end of
this year.
Arrasmith, Judd and Rapp, a
Louisville-based architectural
firm, is handling plans for the journalism building and bell tower.
The construction of the two new
structures began last April.
Despite some challenges with
the two facilities, work is progressing steadily.
West said the original completion date for the new journalism
building was set for October, but
after construction workers had to
r elocate some of the building's
utilities, an extension on construction was granted. The building is
now scheduled to be finished in
December.
Work on the bell tower has also
been plagued by a few setbacks.
According to West, the tower is
"about a month behind" schedule.
However, before the bell tower
project began, West said time was

set aside in case of bad weather or
other elements that might hinder
the project.
The bell tower should be completed in about three months.
"We' re planning for a May 6
dedication," West said. Administrators had originally hoped
to dedicate the tower this April.
Besides enhancing the south
end of campus, the journalism
building and bell tower will bring
with them benefits for both students and faculty.
The new journalism building
will house the School of Journal ism a n d Br oadcasting and
Informational Technology and will
include classrooms an d computer
labs. The n ew s pace for the two
departments will free up capacity
in other academic buildings.
Jo-Ann Albers, director of the
School of Journalism and Broadcasting, said the entire fourth floor
of the Wetherby Administration
Building and her office on the
third floor of Gordon Wilson Hall
will be moved to the new building.
Albers said there are no plans
yet for what the empty academic
space in Wetherby and Gordon
Wilson will be-used for.
"This new building is designed
for our purposes," Albers said.
"What we have had to deal with all
these years is made-over quarters.
This is a building designed to do

what we want to do."
Albers said the new building
will bring journalism students and
faculty closer together.
"We'll all be in one place," she
said. "It will be easier for students
to get an appreciation for other
majors. Students certainly will
have a wonderful facility to learn
and practice the skills we teach."
Western·s journalism and
broadcasting programs a re currently spread across campus in a
number of different buildings
including the Garrett Center,
Gordon Wilson, the fine arts center
and the Academic Complex.
Albers said that seven computer labs, five standard classrooms
and two photo studios are just a
few of the benefits the new building will include.
The building will also have an
auditorium with 266 fixed seats
and an atrium that will stretch the
full height of the building and
include a skylight.
Almost two years ago, bids for
the journalism building project an $18.5 million venture - came in
over budget and plans for construction were delayed a year. As a
result, the building was redesigned, and several elements,
including the auditorium, were
taken out of the original plan.
The new plans for the building
called for a cutback in the amount

of square feet from 105,000 to
94,335.

Bids on the building came in
under budget last March after the
redesign, and the auditorium and
several other elements were
added back into the building
plan.
While work on the building is
moving along, one question still
remains unanswered. President
Gary Ransdell said naming rights
for the building have not yet been
secured.
Naming rights are not an issue
for the bell tower.
Lowell Guthrie donated $1.5
million for the building of the
towe r . He is paying the pledge
over a five-year period that began
two years ago.
The tower, located between
the Academic Complex and Tate
Page Hall, is named for Guthrie
and is dedicated to his brother
Robert, who was killed in the
Korean War. The tower will also
serve as a m e m orial to all
Western students who have died
in wars.
The 125-foot structure will
also boast a slightly smaller replica of Cherry Hall's cupola.
Th e tower 's bells, which came
from France, are currently being
housed in Diddle Arena and will
eventually be hoisted into the
completed tower.
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Dorm, home away from home, is unsafe
A new form of terrorism has arisen on our campus.
This, being the I:itest string of arson attempts to PearceFord Tower. This is attempted murder as far as I, and
many others I have spoken with, are C'oncerned.
Since I arrived here Sunday evening there have been
four fires in my building, my home away from home. These
acts have deprived me of many hours of sleep, four total
class absences (so far), and most importantly, my feeling of
safety on this campus. I no longer feel safe in my own
room.
As of right now, the elevators are turned off and many
rooms on my floor are flooded. I was very fortunate and
did not receive any damage. This arson has to stop. It must
be dealt with. I cannot I ive this way very long. We are here
to learn and broaden our horizons, but I now feel like a
refugee. I just want one good night's sleep. Can Western
guarantee me that? No, they cannot and will not.
Jason Souders
freshman
Monticello

SA'{ TO

ME T!

Bemis RA not recognized for
fundraising efforts
The St. Jude's Children's Research Hospital is a wonderful thing and raising money for it is great. I totally support any organization that wants to raise money for the
hospital. But I am very disappointed in the way you reported on the St. Jude's Dance-a-thon in last week's paper.
Though Emily Butler had a wonderful idea and I applaud
her for organizing such a worthwhile event, I am upset
that you as the Herald and Ms. Butler did not give that
"RA," as you called her, the respect last semester for organizing a similar event. The (resident assistant) I am talking about is Tracey Anderkin, the third floor RA at BemisLawrence Hall.
Tracey Anderkin organized an event called Shake-itfor-St. Jude and you as the Herald never reported on it,
though she contacted you about the event. Ms. Anderkin
put this event together in a week and a half, gathering
donations for food and door prizes. She even had to take
money out of her own pocket to buy drinks because the
management at DUC forgot to supply a drink machine.
You quoted Ms. Butler as saying, ", .. several people
from her residence came." That several people was actually 50 to 60 people, and they all did not come from Bemis.
I am disappointed in the Herald that you could not support Ms. Anderkin, and I am upset at Ms.Butler for not giving Tracey the credit she deserves.
Tracey Anderkin organized the event not for the recognition but to help a worthy cause. But maybe you all, as the
voice for students at this univer sity, could have supported
her.
Ashley Kareken
freshman
Louisville

Support Lady Tops Friday night
Come out and support the Lady Toppers (tomorrow)
night. This is the team's last home game of the season and
Senior Night for our graduating players. Western students,
faculty, staff and the Bowling Green community should be
proud of the winning tradition and the many thrills our
Lady Toppers have p r ovided us over the years, incl uding
this one.
Our support of the young women on this team is especially important this year. Let's fill Diddle Arena, cheer
on our Lady Toppers and wish them well (tomorrow).
Carol White
Associate Director, Career Services Center
and Bart White
Journalism and Broadcasting professor

Cheers to Provide-A-Ride drir Carolyn Devore. We raise the
ass in your honor.

SGA effective with student support
Perhaps the most important role ize that we live in a "what have you
It is not even halfway through
the semester and I already hear SGA plays is that of the student done for me lately?" society. We .
the unoriginal complaints and con- regent. The president you elect will, therefore, continue to fight for
fusion. that seem to perpetually serves as the student voice in the what you want. However, our influultimate decision-making ence with the administration is a
surround your Student
body at Western. It is this direct reflection of their percepGovernment
Assocbody which will decide tion of the unity of the students
iation like a swath of
how and when Western behind our actions and opinions.
gnats that do nothing
We have been criticized in the
will expand its campus. It
but impede the progress
is this body that voted to past for not representing the stuthat we could otherwise
increase the athletics fee, dents. It is difficult to represent
be making. As meager
and it is this body that. what amounts to a whisper. Let me
an attempt as this may
put it as plainly as I can: ifyou want
enacts tuition increases.
be, I would like to try to
Some students ask, to voice your opinion on how the
swat away some of these
'Why don't we just elimi- university will spend the athletics
qu~stions.
nate SGA and get our fee money after Diddle is renovatSome students would
money back?" First of all, ed, or what you think the curricuask, "Why should I care
about SGA?" and, "What Mark Rawlings you cannot fool yourself 1um should be like, let us know.
into believing the univer- Loudly. We can only be as effective
does SGA do for me?"
commentary
sity would refund the fee as you will let us.
Our b udget is funded
You can begin telling us what
that supports our budget if
through a student fee.
You should care how this money we were d issolved. Another use for you think by voting for officers.
gets spent. It is, after all, your that money would be found and When you log on to vote, remember
money.
you would be worse off. More the officers you elect will play an
I also need to make it clear that importantly, though, is the ques- integral role in deciding what
direction Western will take. We
SGA has an integral role in decid- tion of our effectiveness.
SGA has successfully lobbied want to work for you, but we need
ing how the money you pay
Western is spent. I doubt most stu- for many commodities that are help. Congress is open to all E.tudents realize SGA is responsible taken for granted. For example, dents. If you can't come, visit our
for filling the student seats on uni- Student Government played a vital office on the first floor of DUC. We
versity committees. When Coach role in saving the Vice President of need to know what you think, and
Dennis Felton was brought to Student Affairs position two years you have no excuse for not giving it
Western, a student from SGA sat on ago. How do you feel about the to us. So, to borrow a popular
the search committee that ended in Preston Center, Fall Break, or movie line, help us help you.
his hiring. The same goes for Coach extended library hours during Together, we can accomplish much.
Rawlings is a junior business ecoJack Harbaugh, President Gary finals? SGA is largely to thank for
those things. We do, however, real- nomics major from Louisville.
Ransdell and others.

·

Hera Id

Student News. Faculty News.
Alumni News. All News.

To the arsonist in PFT: We hope
they tie fire extinguishers to
your feet and make you walk up
and down 26 flights of stairs.
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CAMPBELL:
CONTINUED FROM

FRO NT

PAGE

university, the referees, the fans.
" You can argue coaching
decisions and lineups forev.er,
but the fact is he's just really
turned everyone against him."
Campbell's rocky tenure hit
another roadblock Saturday
night in Denton, Texas, when he
and sophomore guard Camryn
Whitaker had a heated exchange
on the sidelines. Whitaker, the
starting point guard, had been
pulled three minutes into the
game.
That incident sparked a meeting between nine of the 13 Lady
Toppers, Selig and General
Counsel Deborah Wilkins .
Campbell was not present at the
meeting, Wilkins said yesterday.
Wilkins said the players
approached Selig with their
concerns. The meeting lasted
two hours, contrary to prior
reports that it lasted up to nine
hours.
There were no attorneys present. Earlier reports from regional media outlets said Campbell
and an attorney representing a
player were at the meeting.
" I thought that the team was
obviously very concerned, but
they were very mature in the
way they expressed those concerns. " Wilkins said. " It was

Pages

Players voice concerns at meeting

obviously something they
weren't taking lightly."
Wilkins would not give details
about what the players' concerns
were, saying Selig would be the
person to release information of
that nature.
"And I have to respect Coach
Campbell's privacy, and even the
players' privacy," she said. "It
was a somber meeting. They
weren't happy to be there, but
they were mature. And they were
very serious:·
Selig did not make the decision to suspend Campbell at
the meeting, Wilkins said. And
although the players reportedly refused to make the trip for
Tuesday's game at Georgia if
Campbell was present, Wilkins
said she never heard that ultimatum come up in the meeting.
While Campbell's resignation
signals the end of his career on
the Hill, the Lady Toppers are
still in the middle of a heated
battle for second place in the
Sun Belt Conference's East
Division.
Whitaker's father, Mac
Whitaker, said it's time for fans
to put the past week 's events
behind them.
"For the girls' sake, 1 think we
should move forward and not
dwell on what has happened,''
Whitaker said. "We should let

Thomas Cordy/Hera Id file photo
Lady Topper basketball coach Shawn Campbell was named head coach July 2. The university

indefinitely suspended Campbell Monday and his resignation is expected to be announced today.
them take care of their task at
hand and concentrate on their
season."
Still, Bowling Green resident
Glen Ford, a season-ticket hold-

er for six years, said he believes
it will take some time for the
Lady Topper program to heal
from its latest setback.
"When he was hired , they

were talking about the program
going forward , and it's taken a
few steps back now," Ford said.
Herald reporter Brian Moore
contributed to this story.

'Chicago' raises curtain- tonight
Musical.features
racy issues
BY JESSICA MO NEY HO N

Herald reporter
Crime , fame and seduction
can all be found rn the musical
"Chicago ," which Wes tern is
producing.
The theater, dance and
music departments are coming
together to perform the popular musical said to be a smorgasbord for the eyes.
The play's co-choreographer
and collaborator, Stephen
Stone, a Western dance
instructor, said the musical is
about forbidden pleasures.
The Vaudeville-style s h ow
conta in s iss ues t hat concern
society.
"It's about jazzin' , boozin'
and sexual affairs," Stone said.
"The story is so fun and fast. I

4.50
all shows
before 6 p.m.
Box office opens at
3:30
Monday - Friday.

cannot conceive of a person not
enjoying this show."
The cast consists of 29
actors , singers and dancers.
There are also 14 musicians
participating in the orchestra.
Co-cho reographer
Lees
Harris , also a Western dance
instructor, describes the talent
involved in the production as
being of the highest quality.
"There is so much combined
talent, and they are all taken to
extreme," Harris said. "They
have long days rehearsing six
days a week. The students are
fabulous ."
Director David Young said
the musical is based on a play
written in 1928 about a real
incident in which two women
were charged with murder.
The musical began as .a
social satire on the legal system and the media.
The storyline revolves
around Velma, a Vaudev ille
star accused of murder, and
Roxy, a wanna- be, rising star .

Conflict a rises between the two
characters.
Nashville junior Kristina
West plays Velma. West
describes the musical as being
different than most shows seen
on the Hill.
"It's not your Sunday school
show," she said. "It's sex, jazz
and liquor."
"Chicago" will premier at 8
tonight in Russell Miller Theatre
in the fine arts center. It will run
at 8 p.m. Friday through Tuesday,
except for the Sunday performance, which will be at 4 p.m.

•If yc,u go
What: HChicago~
• Wben: 8 tonight through
Saturday; Monday and .
Tuesday· · · ·
4
Sunday
· Where: Ru$sell MHler Theatr~ · · ·
In the fine arts center
Admission: $7 . ·
·ReservaUons: Call 7 45-3121·

~~ii112
E

p.m.

$4.50
children
$4.50
seniors

megaple, movie theatce
off Campbell Lane, near Russellville Rd.
Bowling Green• 782-3112

SHOWTIMES
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 2 1 ST - FRIDAY, MARCH 1ST
Collateral Damage (R)..........·-······························. I :30
Hart's War(R).......................................................... l :05
4:05
Return to Neverland (G)........................................ 12:30
2:35
4:40
In the Bedroom (R).................................................
l :05
4:05
Big Fat Liar (PG)................................................... 12:25
2:35
5:00
Snow Dogs (PG).................................................... 12:00
2: 15
4:30
6:45
Amelie (R)..............................................................
9:00
OrangeCounty(PG-13) ......................................... 12:l5
5:00
7:10
LordoftheRings(PG-13).....................................
12:30
4:15
8:00
I Am Sam (PG- I3)................................................. 1:00
4:00
6:50
9:40
Brotherhood OfThe Wolf (R)................................ l :00
4:00
7:00
9:55
The Royal Tenenbaums (R)...................................
2: 15 ·
9:20
Mothman Prophecies (PG-13)............................... 1:50
4:50
7:20
9:55
Monster's Ball (R)................................................ 12:30
3:00
5:20
7:45
10:00
40 Days & 40 Nights............................................Sneak preview for Saturday Night at 7:00 only1 I TIME ONLY

-.
Two Locations to Better Serve You

Jack
Daniels

Jim
Beam

1.75L

1.75L

$34.99

$19.99

750ml

750ml

$14.99

$9.99

Canadian
Mist
1.75L

$14.99

Crown
Royal
1.75L

$39.99

750ml

$7.99
Cuervo
Gold
1.75L

$33.99
750ml

$15.99

Makers
Mark
1.75L

$39.9

.
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Few employees change health insurance plans
BY BRAN D Y W A RR EN

Herald reporter
A relatively low number of
Western employees opted to
change their insurance plans last
fall.
Last October, Western offered
an open-enrollment session to
allow employees the chance to
change health insurance plans. Of
the 1,429 employees who were covered at the time, only 98 changed
plans.
Benefits Manager Maribeth
McBride said the changes were
low in comparison to past years

when Western offered positive
open enrollment and all employees had to refile new insurance
forms. In October, only those wishing to make changes had to file for
coverage.
In 1999, Western made the
change to self-insurance. Under
this policy, Western serves as the
actual health irtsurance provider
for its employees.
McBride said Western is the
"risk-taker" in that regard.
Ohio-based Medical Benefits
Companies was hired to serve as a
third-party administrator when
Western went to self-insurance in

1999. The company offers guidance
to the university on what type of
insurance policies to choose and
handl es all health insur ance
claims after a Western employee
visits a physician.
Under Western's current health
insurance package, employees
have two plans from which to
choose.
•
Of the 98 people who changed
their insurance coverage last fall,
45 percent moved from plan B to
plan A. Plan B requires a primary
care physician and referrals for
specialist visits. Plan A requires
neither.

More than 1,200 Western
employees are currently covered
under plan B. Only 200 employees
are covered under Plan A.
Patricia Minter, a member of
Western's Benefits Committee,
said the number of employees that
changed plans was expected.
"The plans are not that d ifferent," Minter said. "There wasn't a
lot ·or movement from one plan to
another."
Minter said the university hired
a health care consulting firm last
spring to evaluate Western's
health insurance. The company
suggested several minor changes.

She said, for example, that rather •
than having 20 chiropractic visits a
year, Western employees can now
have up to 30 under the current
insurance plans offered by the university.
McBride said many of the
employees who switched coverage
were single a nd changing from
plan B to plan A. Under plan A,
single employees pay $251 a month
and under plan B, single employees pay $287 a month.
Western contributes $315 a
month to faculty and staff health
insurance, regardless of marital
status.

Kentucky Supreme Court to hold session on the Hill
WKYU may cover
April event
BY D AVE S H INALL

Herald reporter
For two days in mid-April,
Western's Garrett Ballroom will
be transformed into Kentucky's
highest court. The state Supreme
Court will be he aring oral arguments there April 17 and 18.

The seven-member court occasionally hears arguments away
from the State Capitol in
Frankfort. The court last heard
arguments at Western three
years ago.
" We believe that it's worthwhile to maybe once, sometimes
twice a year, go somewhere other
than Frankfort," Chief Justice
Joseph E . Lambert said. " And
invite children from schools,
invite teachers, invite ordinary
citizens to come in and hear and
see the highest court in Kentucky
in session."

Journalism professor J im
Highland, coordinating the court
visit for Western, expects bus
loads of school chi ldren to
attend.
"We are in the process of
inviting about 800 e lementary
and secondary students for each
day of the court sessions," he
said.
Highland will be meeting with
other university officials to plan
the court's itinerary. He said he
hopes to include a dinner hosted
by the Warren County Bar
Association and television cover-

age by Western's Public
Broadcasting System station,
WKYU.
Government professor John
Parker, who teaches classes that
include components on state
judicial systems, thinks the
Supreme Court road trips offer a
great learning opportunity.
"They're wonderful," he said.
"I know they're informative to
students, and they are to me as
well, and I always go to them."
The docket of cases the court
will hear at Western has yet to be
released.

Western's personal connections to the Kentucky Supreme
Court include Justice Martin E.
Johnstone and Justice John W.
Graves.
Johnstone graduated from
Western in 1971 with a government degree. He was elected to
the high court in 1996 from
Kentucky's Fourth Supreme
Court District, based in
Louisville.
Graves, elected from the First
Supre me Court District based in
Paducah, has two sons attending
Western.

Join us for WKU night the 3rd Thu!Sday of e ach mor,th for additional specoalsl

This month's special
Buy one mug • get 1/2 off the second mug
of equal or less value.
Bring a friend and share the savings

783-0830

(f'()~et"d191XJU!'tl•~•»lhla~!'J

1243 Magnolia St

IF THESE KINDS OF ACTIVITIES INTEREST YOU •••

I (community Events

lOK Race

BG/WC Christmas Parade

•Alumni Events•
•Major University Events•
• University Guests•

•Athletic Hospitality Room•
•Presidential Activities• ·
• Major Community Events•

•OAR•
•Student Recruiting Trips•
•Campus Tours•

Applications Available

Important Dates

'

beginning February 25

••• THEN YOU LL WANT TO •••

Application Deadline

Information Table (DUC) - Feb. 25-27

''MEET ME AT THE HILL''

March 15

Spirit Master Office (DUC 339)

April 3 at Midnight

Events Office (Van Meter 103)

w

First round Interviews
March 25-28
Second Round Interviews

Garrett Information Desk

April 1-3
~

~~
,. -··~--

.7r~

Selections Announced
April 3

BECOME A SPIRIT MASTER FOR 2002-03
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$2,000 reward offered for helpful information

CONTIN UED FROM FRONT P AGE

Washam said.
Washam and nearly 100 other
PFT residents sat outside
Monday night after the third
chute fire.
Washam was forced out again
just seven hours later wAen an
arson was reported in the 23rd
floor kitchen. Paper towels were
set on fire in a trash can at 1:35
a.m. Tuesday.
Elevators in PFT were shut
down after the trash can fire
because of water damage. As of
12:30 p.m. yesterday, only one of
the building's four elevators was
operational, PFT hall director
Brandy Coffman said.
Kitchens on every floor of
PFT were locked after Tuesday's
arson attempt and access to
trash chutes in the building has
been limited to between 7 a.m.
.and 3 p.m. daily. The building is
also on a 24-hour fire watch with
random patrols by staff.
Media Relations director Bob
Skipper said the likelihood of
another trash chute fire in PFT
is low because of the high traffic
in the building from 7 a .m. to 3
p.m.
Sgt. Michael Waldrop, of campus police, was on the scene during the second trash chute fire
Monday night. He said the fires
have been handled well, but are
still disturbing.
Police are not treating the
trash chute fires as arson, but
have collected nearly three containers of evidence from the incidents.
"It's a trash chute fire,"
Waldrop said. "The (sprinkler)
system is doing what it's supposed to be doing. It's protocol."
Waldrop would not comment
Monday about any evidence that

►
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had been collected, but said an
investigation by campus police is
ongoing.
Capt. Jerry Phelps said a
trash chute fire can be caused by
something as simple as someone
dropping a cigarette down a
chute.
After the numerous fires in
the dorm since last Monday, PFT
residents want some answers.
Nashville sophomores Lance
Mitchell and Jonathan Butler
live on the third floor of PFT.
The roommates lived in Keen
Hall last year and experienced
similar alarms and arson
attempts. They moved into PFT
for some peace and quiet.
"We're just tired of people
setting things on fire and dropping them down the trash chute,"
Mitchell said.
The frustration expressed by
students has caused university
administrators to take action.
Dean of Student Life Howard
Bailey issued an e-mail to faculty
Tuesday making them aware of
the PFT fires, and said students
in PFT "are not likely to be ·performing in class at the level
which they normally would."
A press release from Western
was also sent out Tuesday detailing a $2,000 reward offer for any
information leading to an arrest
and conviction of anyone responsible for the PFT fires.
"By offering a reward, we're
hoping to encourage anyone with
information about these crimes
to come forward," said Gene
Tice, vice president of Student
Affairs and Campus Services, in
the release. " I want to find out
who is doing this and press criminal charges. This is our top priority. Anyone with information is
encouraged to call WKU police."
Western's fire safety commit-

James Branam.an/Herald
Beech Grove freshman Charlotte Ward and Island junior Brandon Watts returned from dinner to
another fire at Pearce-Ford Tower. "It makes getting up in the morning quite difficult," Watts said.
tee, which was created last
spring after a string of arson
attempts in Schneider Hall, is
investigating the PFT fires.
The committee includes representatives from Student
Affairs, Housing and Residence
Life, campus police, the Bowling
Green Fire Department and
Media Relations.
Capt. Eugene Hoofer said fire
and arson investigations are a
tough venture. He said the simplest fire-related crime pulling a fire alarm - is dependent on whether police get a

ever, the building is not due for a
a renovation any time soon.
For now, t h e cases in PFT
remain open and residents fear a
lack of sleep.
Several commented Monday
night about just wanting things
to get back to normal, after an
alarm the night before kept them
in the cold for several hours.
"All I wanted to do is take a
nap after last night's fire drill,"
Bowling Green sophomore
Felicia Murrell said Monday. "I
get migraines if I don't get
enough sleep."

lead.
"The biggest things is just getting a break," Hoofer said.
"Someone besides the person
that does it usually knows. That's
an offense that happens so fast."
Relief for PFT residents may
come in the distant future.
Brian Kuster, director of
Housing and Residence Life,
said many of the trash chutes on
campus are being closed as
dorms undergo renovations.
Kuster said PFT will likely
lose its trash chute when it
undergoes a renovation. How-

News Briefs

Western grad honored
Kenneth W. McDonald, a 1995
Western graduate, was recently
named 2002 Federal Engineer of
the Year by the National Society of
Professional Engineers.
McDonald is currently working
as director of Base Operations,
19th Theater Support Command,
Camp Henry, Korea. McDonald's
award recognizes outstanding
engineers employed by the federal
government.
In his current position,
McDonald oversees more than 100
civil, mechanical, environmental
and industrial engineers and monitors a budget of more than $192
million annually.

SUNDAY

Student interns at
convention
David Newsom, a senior from
Jasper, Ind., served as a student
intern during the National
Cattlemen 's Beef Association
annual convention Feb. 4-9 in
Denver.
Newsom, an agriculture
major, was on e of 10 student
interns chosen to serve at the
event. The National Cattlemen's
Beef Association is a marketing
and trade association for one
million cattle farmers and ranchers.
During the convention,
Newsom heard President George

W. Bush speak and attended edu-

FEBRUARY 24th
1:00 - 5:00pm

cational sessions.
- Rex Hall Jr.

Free dental screening
and cleaning
Western's mobile health and
wellness unit will be holding a
free dental screening and cleaning March 11 from 10 a.m. to 4
p.m.
The screening will be held in
the p arking lot of the Delafield
Community Center at 800 Beauty
Ave.
To make an appointment, call
t he Bowling Green Enterprise
Office at 393-3295.

:73r1cfaf

F-S Community Park
Ag Building

cS.howcase

FREE ADMISSION
DOOR PRIZES

ii

.. ~

Sponsored by

The Franklin Favorite
& WFKNRadio
For more information call

270-586-4481

- Abbey Brown

!10 All YOU
Try tlie hassle;.;free
· editio~.of the · .
College Heights ; .
· : Herald. ·· ··

• Avoid all the Jines at
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• No inky fingers.~.
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GetOn

The Bus

Take a ride on the Designated Driver.
lnt:roclueing our new Shuttle Service to and lrom
Club 302 and The Brewing Company•
We'll Pick You Up At Home!!!
Club 302
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783•8995

The Brewing Co.
783•0088
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SGA asks Western to look at Freshman Seminar
University Senate
already investigating
BY MOLLY O'CONNOR

Herald reporter
A resolution requesting that
Western perform an inquiry into
the effectiveness of Freshman
Seminar courses passed unanimously at Tuesday's Student
Governmen~ Association meeting.
SGA's Academic Affairs
Committee sponsored the resolution.
Michelle Woods, chair of the
committee, said the body knew

something needed to be done
about the Freshman Seminar
classes. She said the committee
worked hard and is very proud
the resolution was passed by
Congress.
Woods will be attending the
Freshman Seminar committee
meeting at 7:30 a.m. today.
She said she plans to take the
approved resolution to the committee and wants to make sure a
student voice is heard regarding
the issue of Freshman Seminar.
Woods said she hopes her
presence at the meeting will
have a positive effect for students.
"I hope to r epresent the students in a positive light," she
said.

History
professor
and
University Senate presid ent
Robert Dietle said the senate is
investigating Freshman Seminar classes. He said, in that
regard, SGA is asking the university to perform a duty that
the senate has already began
doing.
SGA president Leslie Bedo
said three Congress members
have been appointed to attend
University Senate meetings.
Congress member Holly
Skidmore, who will be attending
the senate meetings, said she
wants to point out the discrepancies in the classes. She said
some people are getting more
out of the classes than others.
She said there is a purpose

for the class , but it has to be
structured to serve that purpose.
Provost Barbara Burch said
she welcomes any feedback that
may come from SGA. She said it
is a challenging task for SGA to_
request an inquiry into Freshman Seminar, but that she anticipates SGA will give productive
feedback.
Dietle said the senate's
General Education Committee is
reviewing the Freshman Seminar classes. At 6:30 p.m. March
6, the General Education Committee will be discussing its recommendations for the future of
the class.
Its recommendation will
then be presented at the senate

executive committee meeting·
March 11 and the full senate
will consider the recommendation March 28.
John Bruni , the chair of the
General Education Committee,
said if SGA attends the senate
meetings and are well prepared
and make good arguments they
should be taken seriously.
"I like seeing SGA take some
involvement in academic things,"
he said.
Bedo said the fact that students are speaking up shows
changes need to be made.
Dietle said students are a
group that are clearly involved
in the Freshman Seminar classes and that their opinion needs
to be heard.

Senate offers facuity Budget Council searches for balance
guide for curriculum
B Y B RAN D Y W A RR EN

Herald reporter

Document took
one year to create
BY MAI HOANG

Herald reporter ·
The University Senate's
Curriculum Committee wil l
present a document at today's
senate meeting that will give
faculty and their academic
departments a quick reference
for curriculum procedures
including how to create new
courses, modify course descriptions and create academic programs.
Anthropology assistant professor Darlene Applegate ,
chair of the committee, said
members spent about a year
creating the document which
will be voted on by senate
members today.
The new document is made
up of procedures set forth by
the former Academic Council,
present curriculum committee
procedures in the senate bylaws and n ew procedures never
set forth by the council or senate.
University Senate President
Robert Dietle said there has
been no consistent location or
document in the past where
faculty could find information
on all curriculum procedures.
"There was no one place you
could find the proper proce-

dure," Dietl e said. "This is
going to be much handier."
Applegate said the document
will make the process of adjusting curriculum at Western more
consistent throughout all the
colleges at the university.
"Our curriculum is subject
to scrutiny by the Council on
Postsecondary Education,"
Applegate said. "By establishing these comprehensive guidelines, we hope to ensure that
these curriculum items, which
become a permanent record of
the university, are ready to
stand scrutiny from this outside
agency."
Senate members were given
copies of the document and
both Dietle and Applegate said
they expect senate members to
approve the measure during
today's meeting at 3:30 p.m. in
Garrett Ballroom.
"The committee worked long
and hard to cover any possible
objections," Dietle said . " I
don't expect any debate."
Dietle will also speak at the
meeting about concerns some
faculty members e xpressed
about faculty and student privacy issues. One of the big concerns raised has been the use
of social security numbers as a
university identification number.
Dietle said the executive
committee plans to speak with
administrators about moving to
a new identification system.

News Briefs
Psychology program
recognized
Western's psychology department was profiled in the
February newsletter of the
American Psychological Society.
The publication, The APS
Observer, is distributed to the
group's 15,000 members every
month. The profile of Western's
program included information
,:ibout the program and talks
about the department's National
Science Foundation Research
Experiences for Undergraduates
award.
Western's psychology program
is Western's second-largest
undergraduate major and largest
full-time graduate program.

Martin appointed to board
Regent Cornelius Martin, president and CEO of Martin
Manage ment Group of Bowling

Green, was appointed recently by
the Board of Governors of the
Federal Reserve System in
Washington, D.C., to a three-year
term on the board of directors of
the Louisville Branch of the
Federal Reserve Bank of St.
Louis.
Martin Management Group
owns and operates automobile
dealerships in Kentucky, Ohio,
West Virginia, Iowa and
California.
Martin currently serves as
chairman of the Board of Regents'
fina nce and budget committee.
He is also a board member of the
Wright
State
University
Foundation and vice president of
the South Central Kentucky
Minority Economic Development
Council. He is also a recipient of
the 2002 Time Magazine Quality
Dealer Award.

A group of e ight people will
set out to do the impossible this
semester. They won't be tryini; ~o
win nationa l recognition or
championships.
Instead, the group will try to
balance Western's underfunded
budget for the 2002-03 fiscal year.
The Budget Council, comprised of faculty, staff, students
and administrators, has already
met four times since December.
They've passed around numerous
e-mails trying to find the best
ways to compensate for the $1.5
million shortfall in Western's
2002-2003 operating budget.
But nothing is final at this
point.
"It's a very bare-bones budget," said history professor
Robert Dietle, a member of the
Budget Council.
In the past year, Western's
operating budget was hurt by a
permanent, state-issued $1.6 million cut, and the legislature said
it will provide no additional
funding for higher education
next year.
Provost Barbara Burch, also a
member of the Budget Council,
said the lack of state funding is a
problem.
"With no new dollars for the
past few years and all of the new
needs, it's a challenge to produce
a balanced budget," Burch said.
Chief Financial Officer Ann
Mead said the budget council
plans to meet with President
Gary Ransdell next week to discuss some of its ideas.
Mead said some of the recommendations the body will make
to Ransdell include providing a

four percent increase to the
merit pool, increasing the university health insurance contribution from $315 to $341 and restoring the budget of the student
health center, which was significantly hindered when Collegiate
Health Care went bankrupt last
spring.
Last month, the Board of
Regents passed a list of budget
priorities that the budget council
is using as a guide in formulating
next year's budget. Among those
priorities are compensation for
salaries, health insurance, market adjustments, funding enrollment growth and maintenance
and utility costs.
Mead said the budget council' s list of 27 need s, which is
more than the regents suggested,
could be divided into three categories.
The cost to fund all 27 needs
is $7.2 million.
Those needs will be placed in
three categories by the council
and funded according to their
importance. The three categories
will be funded using projected
revenues for the upcoming year,
revenue from enrollment increases next fall and any reallo-
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20% Off with no studio fee!
(with this coupon)

943 East 11th Street • 842-1800
Tons to choose from!
Bring a frie nd to paint as well, and
you will receive an additional 10% off!

good only 2/21 - 317

· Raising Children to love
God
A Bible-based seminar on raising children to
love and serve
What kind of children do I want?
How is daily life at home?
What about Discipline?

-----
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- RexHaUJr.

Got something to sell? ·
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cations of funding.
If Ransdell approves the
council 's recommendations,
Mead said the body will reconvene and begin formulating the
budget. She said the most timeconsuming aspect of the process
is determining salary increases,
which are made on a department-by-department basis.
The process has to be completed by May in order for
Ransdell and the Board of
Regents to approve the budget.
Mead said although this year
has been difficult, planning
Western's budget hasn't been
easy in the past either. She said
Western hasn't had a significant
operating budget increase in
recent years.
According to the Council on
Postsecondary Education, Western's budget is $25 million lower
than its benchmark institutions.
Mead said the CPE had hoped
Western would pull even with
those institutions in the next
three years.
"We are cautiously optimistic
that the General Assembly will
pass a budget that will provide
some relief in the 2003-04 year,"
Mead said.

Childcare will be available

West End Church of Christ
821 Old Morgantown Rd.

(270) 842-7880
www.westendchurch.com
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Even with overall numbers increasing,
men in aerobics are missing in action
I
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H. RICK MACH

Walking into an aerobics
class at Preston Health and
Activities Cente r, one can
immediately see the difference
in male and female attendance.
While waves of women nood
into the class, a small group of
guys huddle together in a corner - some check out the short
shorts and sports bras entering
the room, but most of them look
a little intimidated.
Preston's aerobics classes
have seen a dramatic increase
in size since last semester. New
Year's resolutions may have
pushed class attendance from
around 15 to as many as 81 participants, according to Clay
Smalley, an aerobics instructor
at Preston.
But an average class hosts
just about five males compared
to 40 females.
Beattyville freshman Dustin
Cornett frequents the basketball courts at Preston to stay fit,
but h e has never tried one of
the many free aerobics classes
because he thinks it is only for
women.
"I think (women) like it
because it isn't as physical as
some sports but gets them into
shape," Cornett said. "Guys
like more physical sports."
Smalley doesn't agree with
this common misconception.
"A girl I dated 20 years ago
wanted me to go to a class with
her, and I was thinking it would
be something like Richard
Simmons," he recalled. "But the
next day, every muscle in my
body was sore, so I thought, 'This
is something I need to learn!"'
The male students who
attend these classes don't agree
with it, either.
" I wouldn't say it's for girls,"
said
Louisville
freshman
Donald Palmquist. " I wouldn't
see too many guys in the dance
aerobics class, but if you're
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\
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going to work your upper body
;
i'
lifting weights, you might as
I
well do the rest of yo ur body."
I
Most of the men who particiI
f
pate in the classes ar e eager to
be there. They get on the exer\
cise balls, punch the air and
sweat with the best of them.
They even r eceive some
I
appreciative glances in the
process. Many women who
I
attend aerobics classes don't
see why more guys aren't par\
'\
ticipating.
"The classes are free, so why
not take advantage of them?"
'
Paducah junior Natalie Taylor
said.
She said the classes make
I
her pus h herself to keep up
~"-'"'
with the rest of the group.
There are obvious health
benefits to the classes as well.
Preston offers a wide range of
cardiovascular classes, incl uding step, kick boxing, extreme
cycling and water and dance
aerobics. They also offer classes that target muscles or muscle groups, such as yoga, abs ,
toning and gut/butt.
Cecilia Watkins, a public
health instructor, said the
advantages of aerobics classes
are the same for both males and
females.
"They would all have the same David Emerson, an assistant director for Student Center Operations, was the only man in the
benefits," she said. " Women
seem to go to them more than step-aerobics class of 42 people other than the teacher Tuesday afternoon at the Preston Center.
men because of the social aspect,
but they both benefit with cardioinstructor and personal tra iner workout as Cornett.
vascular health and toning."
"Get a buddy," Smalley said.
Aerobics instructor Peggy Lisa Dones suggests the cardio
Price teaches a yoga class and workouts like extreme cycling, Going· to work out with a friend
an abs class. She said she tries kick boxing and the step class- helps yo u stay on a regular
and
keeps
yo u
to keep a medium level to her es. For toning and strengthen- schedute
workouts so beginners can keep ing muscles, the abs, gut/butt involved, he said.
For the males who do attend
up, but she also shows more dif- and yoga classes help the most.
ficult mo ves so the advanced
"I think the best way to learn classes at Preston, many say
students can continue to bene- is to go to the class," Dones sug- the health benefits outweigh
fit from the classes.
gested. If you can't keep up or being the minority.
"The classes are basically you get tired, you are free to
"They make me sore, too,"
stress relief, because (students) walk out at any time, she said.
Ekron
freshman
Matthew
have a lot of stress," Price said.
Not all students find it as Curran said. "Don't be a s issy.
For weight loss, aerobics easy to commit to an individual Come on (guys)."
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Tumbleweeds, The Strokes and rock & roll, baby

THE WEEKEND LINE
Sam Youngman

Well, I'm a little disappointed in
all of you.
Tuesday night the tumbleweeds
were rollin', and no one could be
found.
Bowling Green resembled an
old west ghost town, but, of course,
we soldiered on.
We had to. That's just what we
do.
I'll be honest. I've completely
run out of things to write about.
We've talked about sports,
"Friends" and bars. That just
about covers my areas of expertise.
But there's one more.

Tuesday night, my partner in
crime and advisor in matters of the
heart, P rofessor Gnaugh-Gnaugh
(pronounced No No) and I were
discussing the band The Strokes,
kind of a cool '70s throwback band
with obvious Iggy Pop and Velvet
Underground influences.
And it occurred to me that perhaps we should discuss rock and
roll. With all the posers and hosers
carrying guitars these "daze," it's
time for someone to set the record
straight. And that someone is me.
The thing that makes The
Strokes rock and roll is the atti-

tude. They spit, drink, smoke and
scream.
Throw in a couple of guitars and
some groupies, and you 've got yourself a band.
And that, in a nutshell, is rock
and roll.
I'll be the first to say that hip
hop is cool. Anyone who has ever
ridden in my car knows that I only
jam to the Beat. (They should also
know they now need a tetanus
shot.)
But when I get out on the highway, there's no better driving music
than Dylan or the Stones.
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Despite my love for rap, old
country, punk and the Rat Pack
(Peter Lawford and Joey Bishop
don't count), I was raised and continue to be a rock kid.
For the most part, and I'm sure
this is difficult to tell from reading
my column, I live the lifestyle .
Granted, I have no groupies,
music or fame and I can 't carry a
tune. But other than that, I'm a
star.
That might be going a bit far,
but I'll take the rationalizations
SE£ LINE, PAGE 10
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Cotton Club brings LINE: Last home game Saturday
New York to DUC
CON Tt NUEO

BY AMY ROBERTS

Herald reporter
The year was 1922 and the
place to be was the Cotton Club
in Harlem, New York. Inside
the doors of the club , people
would find the cuisine to be the
best, the decor the fanciest and
the entertainment the finest.
Eighty years later, Minority
Student Support Services is
going to recreate the Cotton
Club in Downing University
Center for students, faculty and
the public.
This is the second year the
Cotton Club has come to DUC.
Last year around 100 people
attended, and minority services
is hoping for a larger crowd
this time.
When gangster Owney Madden
opened the fashionable New
York club, some of the most wellknown Hollywood stars of the
time could be found lounging
around.
However, there was a strict
membership code. Only white
people were allowed for clientele. Ironically, the p lace was
famous for having the finest
b lack performers in America.
Actually, only black .singe rs
performed at the Cotton Club.
"This was one of the most
well-known clubs of all time,"
Monica Burke, assistant director of minority services said.
"We are going to recreate the
scene for students."
Burke said huge singers
came out of the Harlem Cotton
Club. Some of these inc lud ed
Duke Ellington, the Nicholas
Brothers, Cab Calloway and
Dorothy Dandridge.
Tonight, a live jazz band will
be taking the place of the legends.
Only the famous , wealthy
and notorious were a part of
this club, and members were
assured to bump into a celebrity or gangster while visiting.
Some famous regulars at the
club included Bing Crosby,
Cole Porter and Doris Duke.
The name "Cotton Club" was
chosen to portray the elegant
settings of a plantation environme nt in the south.
The club reopened und er
new owner Cab Cal loway in
1978.
Current owner John Beatty
ha s a policy where formerly
exclude d members can now be
a part of the club.

Around
Campus

Some of the replications featured tonight will include casino games, a spades game and
refreshments.
"Winnings from the casino
can go towards the auction at
the end," Burke said. "At that
point students and facul ty can
win dinners and gift certificates to places like the mall."
Louisville junior Alayna
McDade said she is looking forward to the Cotton Club tonight.
" I think this is a good opportunity to look back and see how
things were back in that time,"
McDade said. "It's a good experience for everyone."
McDade, who went last year
to the Cotton Club, said some
people showed up dressed in
'20's attire , though that's not
necessary. Some of the people
working there will be dressed
up, though.
"People should come out for
this," Burke said. "It's a chance
to get away from studying."
The activities will begin at 8
p.m. tonight in DUC lobby.
Admission is free.

FROM
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where I can find them.
The thing that really gets to
me is the awful scum that pick
up guitars, run-up the charts and
claim to be rock stars.
Here's a couple things that
will help you determine if you're
listening to rock and roll.
Number one, if nothing gets
broken, it ain't rock.
Number B, Christian rock just
doesn't count. I know that it has
a huge following, but like Bart
Simpson said , "Everybody
knows all the best bands are
affiliated with Satan."
And three, and this might be
the most important, Creed is
not rock and roll. Rock just
ain't friendly , and it ain't nice.
The fact that they are popular
makes as much sense to me as
concrete garden gnomes.
Obviously these are just the
humble opinions of a good-time
guy who sits too close to the
speakers and sniffs too much
rubber cement. Ooooooooh
yeah.
If you like Creed or Garth or
the Chipmunks, that's you're
business. I guess the re's just no
accounting for good taste. At
least that's what people tell me.
But the Hill is alive with the

sound of music, and people seem
to be having a good time. This
makes me smile.
With spring rapidly approaching, it's imperative young revelers get their soundtracks in
order.
As I've said, I'm diggin' the
Beat. And if I can ever get a hold
of Kiki the First Lady, I'm gonna
ask her to the prom. But there
are a number of bands and songs
that make you tap your feet and
punch the dash when you're out
in the sticks breathing in a long
country drive.
And I guess that's one of the
cool things about college. Music
is everywhere.
You take road trips to see
bands. Not one night of the week
passes without live music in
some bar some where. And it
seems like everyone's wearing
headphones.
The only music I'm really hating these daze (besides Creed) is
those damn bells.
It's like they make a song just
for me, "You just missed class,
again, again. You're gonna fail,
again, again."
It's kinda catchy isn't it. Try
walkin' around with that playin'
in your head all day.
As far as college towns go,
and I've been to my share, this

one isn't notorious for its live
music.
But trust me, some of these
local guys are a lotta fun, and
some of 'em are pretty damn
good.
And as your loyal servant, I'll
continue to go out with Professor
Gnaugh Gnaugh every night looking for good tunes and good
times. Cheers.

Picks
♦ For example, tonight go
check out Bon e Pony at State
Street. This is a fun show so I'll
see you there.
♦ Saturday is the last home
game of the year. If you haven't
noticed, these guys ain't bad. Go
be a fan and cheer on the team.
♦ As for the rest of the weekend, there are good bands playing so it's up to you. Find your
groove (like Stella), and pick out
your soundtrack. Spring without
good music is not spring. And
rock and roll without rehab isn't
rock and roll. See y'all.
Sam wants to rock. How come
you ask him why he likes the way
he plays it. There's only one thing
he can say to you. He wants to
rock. If you remember Twisted
Sister or love Creed give Sam a
friendly call at 745-6291 or samyoungman@hotmail.com.

·a fter this, the corporate ladder
will, be a piece or

[cake].

In Army ROTC, you'll get to do stuff that'l l challenge you, both physically and
mentally. In the process, you'll develop skills you can use in your career, like

Coming Home scheduled

thinking on your feet, making smart decisions, taking charge. Talk to your Army

Western's Coming Home
events begin at 6:30 tonight with a
banquet at the Faculty House for
Coming Home King candidates.
Big Red's Growl will take
place at 8 p.m. tomorr ow on the
fourth floor of Downing
University Center.
The crowning of the Coming
Home King will take place during
halftime at Saturday's men's basketball game.
Candidates for Coming Home
King are Russellville senior
Justin Ashby, Lexington sophomore Justin Bowen, London
junior Ben Bryson, Elizabethtown
senior Brenton Ditto, Bowling
Green senior David Lodmell ,
Nashville senior Ryan Spence,
Hanson senior Aaron Spencer,
Hodgenville sophomore Michael
Timmer and Springfield junior
David Urekew.
For m,· re information contact
Mark Rawlings at 74~354.
- Erica Walsh

ROTC representative. You'll find there's nothing like a little climbing to help
prepare you for getting to the top.

AR MY RO TC

Unlike any other college course you can take.

APPLY NOW FOR PAID SUMMER LEADERSHIP TRAINING
AND ARMY OFFICER OPPORTUNITIES!
CALL 7 45-6054
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Pop star to sing in Diddle Public Theatre shows
L. A
Herald reporter

B Y SAR AH

SP

Not only will the feet of the
men's basketball team stomp
across Diddle Arena's court for
the last time this season
Saturday, but the feet of an
R&B star will also return to the
wooden surface.
Former Western student
Athena Cage, singer of "All or
Nothing (Live Your Dreams),"
the theme song for the
Paramount motion picture
"Save the Last Dance," will
sing "The Star- Spangled
Banner" before Saturday's
game.
While Cage's most recent
accomplishments include appearing on the "Save the Last
Dance" soundtrack - the third
co nsecutive platinum album
she has been associated with her musical success began in
the mid-90s with the formation
of Kut Klose.
This girl group, signed by
Keia Records, is most noted for
its hi t single "I Like."
Cage went on to receive further acclaim with her No. 1
multi-platinum hit "Nobody," a
duet with pop artist Keith
Sweat.
Success continued to knock
on Cage 's door in 1998 when
she was awarded the Broadcast
Music Inc . Pop Song of the
Year Awarg for co-writing
"Twisted" with Sweat. Now
she's signed with Priority
Records wh e re she debuted

her newest album, "The Art of
said. "I am ho peful to tap into
a Woman ," featuring her hit some of the talent th at may be
summer club song "Hey, Hey!"
here."
According to L ucinda AnCage continues to call the
derson, director of University Bluegrass state home, basing
Ceremonies and Spec i al Ev- her productio n compa n y,
ents, Cage's performance was Caged In P roductions, and her
requested by President Gary music pub l ishi n g company,
Ransdell when he discovered Krotala, in Bowling Green. The
two businesses ser vice Cage's
she was a former Hilltopper.
"The president
projects, although
she
said she hopes
extended her an
"It broadened
to soon sign other
invitation to come
and sing the Na- my·horizons ...
producers and writtional Anthem at I had the opporers.
one of our basketFurthering Bowling Green's music
ball games," An- tunity to meet
i ndustry is one of
derson said.
a lot of differCage's top reasons
The platinum voent people."
for staying in the
calist and song writarea. She abaner walked the Hill
- Athena Cage doned the path many
from 1989 to 1990,
singer mus icians take specializing in chemliving in New Yo rk
istry studies. She
City or Los Angeles
considers her West- to support her
ern experience valuable to her growth as an individ- hometown region.
Cage also said the warm
ual.
" It broad ened my horizons response she has received from
there, and I had the opportuni- the community was a factor in
ty to meet a lot of different keeping her stationed here.
people," Cage said. "That
" I have been reall y emexposed me to a lot of different braced by the community, Gary
things, which was beneficial Ransdell and other business
since I came from a small leaders in the community,"
town."
Cage said. "They have supportThe Russellville native has ed my development of a music
remained close to Kentucky. In front here."
And she hopes to inspire
fall 2001, she held auditions at
Western looking for local tal- other dreamers 1n the crowd as
ent.
she heads beneath the glare of
"I was and am still looking Diddle's lights. cradles a
for background singers and microphone in her hand and
dancers from this area," Cage belts out the nation's song.

Campus Life

Math problem remains unsolved
Taking .astronomy this
semester has been my first
e n cou n ter with Thompson
Complex Central Wing since an
unfortuna te run-in with an 8
a.m. math class my freshman
year.
The entire semester's worth
of pain can be summed up in
one conversation:
Me ( on the

phone): Well,
I got a ' D' on
my test.
M

o

m

:

( hopeful tone
in her voice)
You said 'B,'
right honey?
Me : Uh...

Kate Corcoran yes. A 'B,' l

got a 'B.'
ln the interest of total disclosure, Mom, I rounded
that 'D' up.
I really got an 'F.'
Sorry.
Even though astronomy
doesn't involve as much math,
as well, a math class, it's just
the threat of math lurking in
the air that g ives me the heebie-jeebies.
Maybe it's the church basement-like orange carpet, or the
sky blue walls people used on
cement to lull students and
rowdy m ental patients into a
coma of obedience.
Or maybe it's just that all
the other kids milling around
had looks on their faces that
showed they were familiar with
the uses for a protractor/com. pass/slide ruler (take your
pick, I'm convinced they're all
the same thing).
That is in no way a slam to
my mathematically blessed
classmates - au contraire - I
envy you.
You could be Screech from
"Saved by the Bell" (and for
t ha t matter the inimitable
Dustin Diamond stretched his

commenta,y

acting talents to "Saved by th~
Bell: the New Class," too) and I
would n ever laugh at you.
Math is a very cool skill to
have, I would imagine
I was lost somewhere in
long division, when the rest of
Mrs. Flynn's fourth grade class
zoomed ahead of me.
All I know is one day I was
telling time, (seeing the difference between the big hand and
the little one very well, I must
say), counting out money like a
little boxing promoter.
1 could predict the arrival
time of trains leaving Baltimore so accurately that I
should have been employed by
the city's transportation de partme nt.
Then came the fateful day
we learned long division, and
one by one I could see the light
bulbs flipping on above everyone else's h eads.
While all the extra wattage
made it easier. to see the problem, I was left counting on fingers and toes while frantically
thinking, " What do I do with
the remainder? Oh dear God,
what about the remainder?"
It wasn't a fun day.
And ever since then, I 've
been a little lacking in the
numerical skills.
It's all been one long lecture
about pi divided by something
squared.
I think I once left a waitress
a 57 percent tip, but it was
worth it to not have to get out
my calculator in public.
I wish I could find the article I read about a recently
diagnosed disease called math
dyslexia.
Of course critics immediately jumped all over it, calling it
another symptom of our 'everyone ' s -a -vic ti m-gi ve -' em-a 11Ritalin' society, but if I could
find that article, I'd frame it
because it answers so very
many questions for me.
It explains why I'm told .I

"can't remember phone numbers," or "add things together"
or "grasp basic concepts.''
It makes sense.
If people can getletters
turned around , why not numbers?
I won't lie and say I ' m a
good speller; vowels are just as
bad as numbers most of the
time, but I at least understand
syntax and grammar.
Wherea s math seems like
one big free-for-all of cosigns
and tangents.
Plus, Cherry Hall has never
given me a rash from panic.
Kate Corcoran is a junior
print journalism major from
Bowling Green.

new kind of 'Shrew'
B Y B E TH S E W ELL

Herald reporter
T he audience is seated as
the lights give the i r warning
that the show is about to begin.
The actors are cued for their
entr ance, but not a single one
has shown up.
This is an every night occurrence at the Public Theatre of
Kentucky 's version of Shakespeare's "Taming of the S hrew."
Delia Brown, the producing
director, explained that it's no
mistake , the concept of the
show is built around th e actors
n ot showing up, forcing the
technical crew to s t ep up so
the show can go on. For a further touch of realism, tf!e sides
of the stage are exposed so the
audience can see the actors
getting ready.
Henderson senior April
Stewart finds that using this
p e rception of the play offers
humor and an interesting job
for her as the show's costume
designer.
"Since they're being thrown
into it, they only have time to
grab pieces of costumes,"
Stewart said. "There's one
point where the actors come
out, and they have on part of a
costume from another play. I
think it adds more of an element of humor right off the
bat."
Joanna Linden , a senior
from Memphis, Tenn., experiences the energy first-hand as
the play's stage manager.
With the play begin ning as
people are still se tting up ,
Linden has to rely on the
actors to set their own props.
" It was only a little bit more
complex," she said.
One thing that isn't complex,
according to Linden, is understanding the play.
" It's a great show to see if

you don 't quite get Shake speare," Linden said. "It's one
of his easiest to understand."
And Stewart thinks it's different from any other portrayal
of "Taming of the Shrew."
Gusto n senior Travis Newton has worked hard as the
director of the p lay to bring
Shakespeare to l ife and give
the audience a more realistic
experience.
"It's not the traditional people walking across the stage
reading l ines kind of thing,"
Newton said. "It's really funny;
it's got a lot of slap-stick."
Brown has faith in Newton
as the play's director, and said
he has brought Shakespeare to
a whole new level.
"He knew that during a play,
the audience knows that the
actors are playing a role ,"
Brown said. "And the actors
know the audience is there to
watch, and Travis just said
'Why try to hide that?'"
After Friday's performance.
there will be an "after hours"
electric and acoustic guitar
jam session with Tom Tutino
and Scott Strout at 10:30 p.m
Admission is $5.
Newton encourages students
to check it out, even if they ve
seen the play performed
before.
"lt's different," he said, " It's
not your parent's Shakespeare."

·If yo11 go.
Wh~t: "Taming of the Shrew"
· When: 8 p..m. Toursday
through Saturday, 3 p,m..
. ..Sunday
WheNJ: Pob~lc Theatre 0~
~entucky. .. . .
.
Admlsslom $1.0 tor ~tudents' .
and seniors, $12 for adults

Congratulat ions to our Golde n Rose
Courtney Yopp
on being Chi Omega of the week
for February 11 - ·11
Love,
The Brothers of Sigma Phi Epsilon

TONIGHT
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Performing
Gary & Brennan Graves

FRIDAY NIGHT

SATURDAY NIGHT

Performing
Low Water Ford

Performing
Jim Diamond &The Groove Syndicate

$3.00 Domestic Pitchers

Monday, Feb.

25th
Pat Haney & Friends
New menu items, drink specials and live music
ww w. bake rboy sba r.co m
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News of the Weird

by Chuck
Shepherd

of equal parts pickle juice, soda
pop, water, crude oil, gas, soy
sauce, human urine and perfume,
can power an internal combustion
engine.

Who needs a diploma?

Go to Hell, Satan

57

In January, murder defendant
Ernest Spann, 35, an 11th-grade
dropout serving as his own lawyer
(dressed throughout the trial in his
prison uniform because he is serving a 10-year sentence on drug
charges), embarrassed a prosecutor by convincing a jury in Tampa,
Fla., to acquit him in less than
three hours of deliberation.
At an earlier trial, Spann (with
the help of a public defender)
earned a hung jury, but he told the
judge this time that he thought he
could do better by himself.

60

Name game

In November, Mayor Carolyn
Risher of Inglis, Fla. (pop. 1,400)
issued an official proclamation
{and embedded copies in posts at
four entrance points to the city) Just guessing
declaring her town to be a SatanIn January, only days after outfree zone. She said she was con- going Cleveland mayor 1\-lichael R.
cerned with kids dressing "Goth,"
as well as people driving under White left the city on what he said
the influence and child molesters, was "solid financial footing" with
"We are taking everything back an $11.8 million surplus, the
that the devil ever stole from us." incoming mayor found that White's
(In January, the Town Council finance director Kelly Clark had
ruled Risher's action was unoffi- ·never bothered to balance the
books and in fact had no idea how
cial.)
she came up with the $11.8 million
figure. According to the incoming
And it cures cancer, too! team,
Clark actually admitted
In October, authorities in being unaware that reconciling
Louisville added Kentucky to the the books was a prerequisite to
list of states in which Dennis Lee declaring a surplus.
has been charged with violating
consumer protection laws. Lee was Half baked
arrested when he attempted to
In an earnest anti-terrorism
conduct his standard seminar selling dealerships for a machine that exhibition in Kayseri, Turkey, in
supposedly generates free elec- October, the top prizes were won
tricity.
by two bakers who made a 5-footDespite abundant evidence of high cake topped by two skyscrapLee's quackery submitted by ers, one with a hole near the top
physicists and engineers in and the other with an icing-made
Vermont, Maine, Washington,
Oregon, New Mexico and Alaska, plane embedded in it, and a men's
he continues in s incerity to tout hairstylist who created a swept-up
his technology. As an example, he look that formed hair into twin
says a fuel he created, consisting towers.
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8. Magnetite
9 . World War One artifact
10. "Anchors
11 . Baseball strikeouts
12. Punishment
13. Wish upon this
21. Asbom
25. Bridal fabric
26. Chinese gift to U.S.
27. Small intestine
28. japanese immigrant's son
29. Public radio initials
30. What an elm provides
31. Non-reactive
32. Dobbin's hello
33. Al & Tipper
35. Period orpopularity
38. Low-pitch music instrument
39. Not bent
41. Noticeable
42. Glazed earthenware with
color
44. Lava stream45. It's human
47. Amphetamine (slang)
48. Summer nights
49. Famous Steelers coach
50. Longest river in world
52. Picture on computer screen
53. _ _ tang syne
54. Take a puff
55. Being (Lat.)
56. Representatives (slang)

1. Turxish official
6. GOP or DEM, e.g.
9. Cheats
14. Whitish cornea discharge
15._Grande
1€. Hope for
17. TIits
18. Ag~hallenged
19. Brazilian racing driver
20. Atomic Table #25
22. King Midas
23. Crystalline jewelry rock
24:" Smelting waste26. Feathers
30. Hiding away
34.Excuse
35. Type of absorber
36. _ _ Nazi
37. Loch
38. Scottish feudal baron
39. Recipient
40.Payable
41. Type of leather
42. Go ahead
43. Easy to please
45. Our planet (pl.)
46. Scandinavian name
47._Lanka
48. Boredom
51. Way of understanding
57. Translucent fabric
58. Frozen water
59. Medical care-provider
60. _ _ DeGeneres
61. Enemy
62. Necklace fastener
63. Icy rain
64. Concluding part
65. Rims

QQWN
1. "Date" is one variety
2. Spare measure
3. Read images on a computer
4. Jury without conclusion
5. Zulu spear
6. Speech introduction
7. Olive-squeezings

The &ell eurve~-

As one of his last acts in office
in November, outgoing Atlanta city
councilman Lee Morris tried to
vote through name-changes for two
obscure streets, to the names of his
two youngest kids (they had complained to Dad that he had six
years earlier gotten a street named
for his other daughter).
Morris defended his action as
an appropriate reward for his
apparently nearly perfect children: "The only thing they ever
asked from me was this." (Several
days later, after constituent complaints, he changed his mind.)

Britney's new flick a bust
Review: 'Crossroads'
Grade: D
BY MI C HEAL COMPTON

Herald.film critic
A singer taking a chance at
the big screen is nothing new.
From Diana Ross and Elvis to
:\1ariah Carey and the Spice
Girls , Hollywood has always
been fascinated with the crooners.
It should come as n o surprise that Britney Spears
would try her hand at acting in
the n ew film "Cr ossroads."
Just as unshocking is the
fact Miss Spears' acting ability
has less kick than a flat can of
Pepsi.
Spears plays Lucy, a virginal
valedictorian (it's hard to imagine which trait is more of a
stretch) who re unites with two
chi ldhood friends after they
graduate from high sch ool.

BY MICH EAL COMPTON

Herald.film critic

L.U(E

horrid reminder that she stinks
at her day job, too.
It might help if her cast
were capable of carrying her,
but sadly that's not the case
Dan Aykroyd looks like he took
the job just to show his kids
how hip he was, while Kim
Cattrell does have certain features that favor Spears they've now both played mannequins on screen.

It's sad to see how low the
role models of American teens
have fallen.
Ten-year-old girls look up to
her, while 12-year-old boys
want to see her naked (for any
guys curious, it doesn't happen
in this fi Im).
It al most- makes vi ewers
wish for a Debbie Gibson comeback.
Almost.
So, are you that innocent? Did
Micheal's review play with your
heart? If so, give Micheal a call at
745-6291 or e-mail him at
Cdelgado6@aol.com and let him
know.

Movie Capsules
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The trio, who just five minutes into the film hate each
other more than *NSYNC and
the Backstreet Boys, are miraculously able to put all their differences behind them and travel cross country.
Along the way they do all
the things young ladies should
experience while growing up:
teen pregnancy, miscarriages,
underage drinking and - -0f
course - sh edding that dreadful goodie-two-s hoes virgin
label.
The film's across-the-board
emotions make it a tough sale
for the director responsible for
" Half-Baked" and "Billy Madison."
At least those two films were
intentionally funny.
Spears' acting range is more
l imited tha n a Mandy Moore
greatest hits CD.
She cr i es, s he pouts, she
laughs, but oddly enough every
emotion looks exactly the
same.
She sings, but that's just a
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A Bea uti fu l l\lind (A) The
story of Nobel Prize-winning
mathematician John Nash feat ures an exceptional performance by Russe ll Crowe and a
stro ng supporting role from
Jennifer Connelly as his wife.
Director Ron Howard may have
chosen to skip over so me of
Nash's more controversial
actions, such as his reported
bisexuality, but h e still manages to deliver a wonderful film
that is much more tha n "the
disease of the week movies "
common on Lifetime. It was
nominated for eight Academy
awards, including best picture.
The Count of l\lonte Cristo (B )
The latest adaptation of the
Alexandre Dumas novel fea tures some enjoyable mindless
action that r eca ll s the Erol
Flynn swashbucklers of the
1930s. James Caviezal does a
good job as Edmund Dantes,
the young s hipman whose best
friend Ferdand Mondego
("Memento's" Guy Pearce)

"betrays him in order to steal
Dantes' fiance. Pearce has a lot
of fun as Mondego.
I Am Sam (C-) Overloaded
with sentiment and manipulation, you can't h elp but be disgusted at the fi lmmakers of "I
Am Sam" for force feeding you
such melodramatic mush. It's a
credit to Academy Award-nominee Sean Penn that he manages
to at least keep you interested,
despite the sappy material.
Even Penn can't keep the movie
from wearing out its welcome
long before the umpteenth
musical montage during the
closing credits.
In the Bedroom (A-) Academy
Award nom inees Sissy Spacek
and Tom Wilkinson are stellar
in this tale of parents struggling to accept the fate of their
son following his tragic demise.
The film
also received
Academy Award nominations
for best screenp lay and best
supporting actress Marisa
Tomei.
John Q (C) The movie is a
well-intentioned info m ercial
for gun control and HMO's that

avoids being dreadful th anks to
the heartfelt performance by
Denzel Washington. Anne
Heche, as a hospital administrato r , and James Woods, as a
smug heart surgeon , are more
cartoonish t han any character
in "Shrek" or "Monster's, Inc."
The Lord of the Rings (B) The
first instal lment of J . R.R .
Tolkien's popular trilogy does a
competen t job of setting the
stage for non-r ead ers , while
staying true to the book for its
allegiance of fans . A tad lon g,
but still one of the most vis ually satisfying films of the year. It
was nominated for 13 Academy
Awards.
Monster's Ball ( A) Academy
award nomi n ee Hall e Berry
gives the performan ce of her
career as Letecia , a widowed
southern waitress who turns to
Hank (Bi lly Bob Thornton) following a series of tragic events.
Thornton is nearly as impressive as the son of an abusive
bigot (Peter Boyle) and the
father of a son (Heath Ledger)
whom Hank despises and abuses for not being more like h im.

Sports
Campbell
leaves best
for last
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OUT OF BOUNDS
Kyle Hightower

H. Rick Mach/Herald
Junior guard Filip Videnov {left), senior guard Derek Robinson and junior forward David Boyden converge on a loose ball against
Kentucky State sophomore cent er Nabil Boudissa during the first half of Tuesday night's game at Diddle Arena. Western, No. 24
in the latest Associated Press poll, is now 24-3.

Tops spank 'Breds, Senior Night next
Marcus says NBA jump likely, but leaving college will be difficult decision
C.
Herald reporter

BY M A L COLM

K N OX

They remember.
Derek Robi nson remember s being recruited by a h ead coach
about to take over his first program.
Tremain Rowles r emembers having losing r ecords
th e fi rst two seasons under
Coach De nnis F elton .
If Chris Marcus doesn't
remember winning th e Sun
Belt Confere nce r egular
season a nd tourname nt
championships last season,
he has a ring to remind him.
These seniors reme mber
being e liminated from the first
round of the NCAA Tournament by
Florida last season and lone
senior Nashon McPherson telling
th em they would be better this
time around.

They remember teammates Ben
Mauck and Casey Simpson being
told they were n't good enough
after the 1998-99 season to earn
minutes a nd that they should find
somewhere e lse to p lay.
Felton thought center Chris
Marcu s, and gua rds Tremain
Rowles a nd Der ek Robinson were good enough.
The three seniors and
their families will be recognized in a Senior Night
cere mony before the regula r season fina le against
Middle Tennessee at 7 p.m.
Saturday.
"Tremain, Chris and I
are like brothers from differ ent mot he rs," Robinson said.
"It's deeper than b·asketball."
Robinson was Felton 's first
r ecruit afte r taking the job at
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Baseball looks to bounce.back with homestand
Asbury, Illinois St.
come to Denes Field
B Y KYLE T UC KER

Herald reporter
The landscape h as definitely changed for
Western's b aseball team.
The H illtoppers are just a few days
removed from warm, sunny San Diego, where
they lost three games.
Now they fin d the mselves in ch illy

Bowling Green, pr acticing in wh ipping winds
for a four-game stretch at Denes Fie ld this
weekend. And the Toppers don't mind.
"Th e weather was nice," senior third
baseman Tanner Townsend said. "But we
love to come back and have a homestand ,
especially after losing three games."
Western is also just a few days r emoved
from a d ismal hitting performance on the
West Coast in which they were outscored 277. The e ffort dropped the team batting average to .228.
But now the Toppers (3-3) find themselves
with a little mor e pop in the lineup as senior
catche r Ryan Cattell r eturns his powerful
bat - which produced a .300-plus aver age

and 11 home r uns last year - to the order. He
joins the team for the first time th is season
after serving a six-game s us pension for violation of an undisclosed team rule.
"Obviously, we 've got a lot of things we
need to wor k on and get better offensively,
but having Ryan back on the ballclub is
another weapon at our disposal," Coach J oel
Mur r ie said. "He definitely displaye d power
numbers last year, so I'm anxious to see what
he can do to help contribute."
No one is more anxious than Cattell, wh o
watche d the Toppers' season-open ing sweep
of Western Illinois in sweats from th e stands
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I have to be honest here.
This isn't the column I expected to write today.
Not yet at least.
Western's men 's and women's
basketball teams are both on the
threshold of wr a pping up two
decisively d ifferent seasons.
Quite honestly, there are more
than a ha ndful of issues I could
be using this space to write
about.
I had it all worked out.
Today was s up posed to be
"ode day."
In h onor of La dy Top per
Senior N ight tomorrow I was
going to give long overdue recognition to the unbelievable poise
seniors Natalie P owers and
Lav onda Johnson have shown
during the il extended careers.
I was going to comme nd these
two sister soldiers for remaining
stea dfast and unmovable while
under the gu idance of four differe nt head coaches (Paul Sand erford, Ste ve Small, Mary
Taylor Cowles and Shawn Campb ell) in their str ikingly similar
basketba ll journeys.
Today's column was sup posed
to offe r a moment to cheer about
a program that has had little to
applaud since its coach went off
the d eep end .
In th e eve r-changing world of
Shawn Campbell, whe re suspensions become resignatio ns with
George O'Leary-like speed, my
hands are now tied .
I must now search for clarity
a long a t rail of curse words,
tirades and now a r esignation.
Oh joy.
Ther e is one th ing, though,
tha t r ece nt events involving
Campbe ll have made me realize.
Oddly, in this final chapter of
Shawn Cam pb e ll 's tu multuous
te nure as Western 's women 's basketball coach, clarity is actually
flowing with unbelievable ease.
In his turbulent seve n months
as coach , the best thing he d id
was resign .
In the d ays fo llowing the
North Texas fiasco, in wh ich
Campbell publicly traded verbal
jabs with sop homor e gu ard
Camryn Whitaker, I was a ll set to
classify Camp bell as a mid-major
Bobby Knight.
But I admit, my initial impressions were hopeful.
I saw a coach with an aggressive way of dealing with fans and
refere es, but with lots of potentia l.
And whether people wa nt to
a dmit it, he showed that p otential e arly in the season .
The Lady Toppe rs we re U -6
over all a nd 5-1 in Su n Belt
Con fere nce pl ay whe n Campb e ll's four-ye ar contract was
approved in Janua ry.
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Lady Tops lose Dawgfight
BY MI C H EAL

COM PTON

Herald reporter
In light of the controversy
swirling around the women's basketball program, senior guard
Natalie Powers was happy to take
the court Tuesday night.
"I think it was
good for us to get
away and not be
in Bowling Green
after what was
going on," Powers said.
Western jumped to an early
eight-point lead,
but No. 24 Georgia used a 21-0 run
to take control and defeat the
Lady Toppers 76-58 at Stegman
Colosseum.
The loss was the fourth in a row
and the sixth in seven tries for the
Lady Toppers (14-12, 8--6 Sun Belt
Conference).
Although the team is mired in a
late-season funk and surrounded
by a cloud of turmoil, interim head
coach Marti Whitmore said the
team didn't p lay like a team distracted.
"I'm real proud of the effort the
girls put forth," Whitmore said.
"They've seemed to come together,
a nd we are really doing fine in

spite of the circumstances."
Head coach Shawn Campbell
was suspended indefinitely on
Monday.
Whitmore said she was pleased
with the way the Lady Toppers
came out of the gates, but ultimately the Lady Bulldogs' size was
the difference.
"We didn't have a great effort
on the offensive boards and we
really needed it," Whitmore said.
" I thought we did a great job of
handling Georgia's defensive pressure, but we didn't have the inside
play we needed, especially on the
boards."
Powers agreed that Georgia's
45-28 rebounding margin was the
difference, especially in the second half.
"They got offensive board after
offensive board," Powers sa id.
"They just took over underneath."
With its last non-conference
game behind it, Western now sets
its sights on the home finale
against Middle Tennessee (15-11,
7-6 SBC) Friday, and the stakes
couldn't be hjgher.
Western defeated MTSU 71-66
last month in Murfreesboro, but
that was in the midst of a seasonbest six-game winning streak.
After having destiny i n their
hands fo.r the last four games, the
Lady Toppers now face the see-

nario of having MTSU take away
second place in the East Division.
The No. 2 seed receives a bye
in the opening round of next
wee k' s Sun Belt Tournament,
while the No. 3 seed must play in
the opening round - albeit
against the lowest seed from the
West Division, Louisiana-Lafayette.
"To say it is a big game is really
an understatement," Whitmore
said. "This is our season. We really
would like to get this victory and
assure second place. That is our
goal right now."
In addition to the emotionally
high stakes on the court, the game
will feature the added emotion of
Senior Night.
Powers, senior forward Katie
Wulf and senior guard La Vonda
Johnson will all be honored prior
to tip-ofT.
Powers said she is looking forward to the ceremonies, but knows
it will be an emotional time.
"It's going to affect me when
I'm walking out there with my parents," Powers said. "But once the
game begins, I'm going to be thinking about getting a win however
we can get it. I want to go out and
get a win in my last game at Diddle
Arena."
Tip-off is scheduled for 7 p.m.

Softball works on hitting, fielding
B Y K EITH FARNER

Herald reporter
Assistant softball coach Pete Phelan gathered the
softball players in a circle along the third base line.
The team might as well have been on top of the Hill in
a classroom because this meeting was all about learning.
Phelan asked each player what her mindset is
when she walks to the batter's box.
But Phelan was more concerned with what their
mindsets should be.
He quoted the movie "Bull Durham" where Kevin
Costner's character Crash Davis mutters the same
phrase to himself before each at-bat.
"Stay back, stay back, quick hands, quick hands,"
Davis says in the movie.
This discussion was brought about after the Lady
Toppers struggled t o have a consistent offense in
their opening tournament last wee kend.
Head coach Leslie Phelan said Western's main
problem with hitting was the pitching it faced.
"Typically we have a harder time with slower type
pitching," Phelan said. "The fact that we weren't challenged by the pitching was why I was so disappointed
and why we didn't hit it better."
In Western's 5-3 win against Gardner-Webb, junior
infielder B-randy Hawkins came through with two RBI
in the fourth inning.
But those kinds of clutch hits when they had scoring opportunities were the exception, even though the
Lady Toppers won three games.
And when the players did adjust and put the ball
in play, it was usually caught.
"Everyb ody should come out of the dugout and
congratulate people on that even though it's not a hit;
they did everything they could do," Phe lan said.
Phelan said sophomore infielde r Sara Alanis

17,000 STUDENTS , $120.5 MILLION
SPENT ANNUALLY. CHECK OUT WHAT WE HAVE
TO OFFER. HERALD ADVERTISING• 745-6287

struggled at the plate in the first three games even
though she had the two hardest hits of the tournament, which both resulted in outs. She finally broke
out of the slump with three hits against Central
Florida.
"It's just frustrating; I can't wait, it's so frustrating," Alanis said about her impatience with not getting hits. "It's the beginning of the season so I have a
long time to work on it."
The Lady Toppers will also have a long time to
work on their fielding, which resulted in 15 errors.
" I think we rushed," Alanis said. "We saw the runners and they were close to first base and we played a
lot of teams that had a lot of speed and we rushed."
Phelan said she will try to simulate more game situations in practice in order to prevent those mistakes
from being repeated.
"I don't think it was anything we didn't practice or
prepare for; there were plays that these players have
each made hundreds and hundreds of times," Phelan
said. "It's just a matter of having the righ t mental
focus even though they weren't necessarily mental
errors; we need to refocus mentally."
One of the players who did excel in the field was
freshman third baseman Dana Rey, who made a highlight reel play to save a run in the first game.
But Rey had her share of struggles at the plate,
mainly because she was adjusting to a new swing. But,
she said she was more over-anxious than anything.
The coaches and many of the players agree that if
they had reduced the number of errors and gotte n
more clutch hits, they could easily be 5-0 right now
instead of3-2.
"That's in the past and we try to leave what's in the
past in the past and just work on the future and work
on our next game," Rey said.
That next game will be tomorrow at 9 a.m. against
Samford in the Sonic Challe nge in Chattanooga,
Tenn.
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Paipars leading tennis team as No. 1

$6.99
Ofter expltH 3-25-2002

BY JOEL STI NNETT

Herald reporter
Mikus P aipars sat in the back of th e Tennis
Town lobby Tuesday night as three of his men's
tennis teammates sat in the fro nt, crowding
around the TV screen. They screamed and argued
with every basket and every call in the KentuckyTennes:.ee game.
But Paipars quietly viewed it from afar, watching and learning. He has been doing a lot of that
this season on h is way to earning the team's No. 1
spot.
·
Paipars is a freshma n from a tiny town in
Latvia, a small country in eastern Europe that
borders the Baltic Sea. He had never been to
America before coming to Western.
"It was very hard to leave ," Paipars said ,
"especially my friends ."
Paipars started playing tennis as a young boy.
"I just saw some guys playing, so I started," he
said.
By 14, h e was good enou gh to play for the
Latvia National Team. He played with the team
fo r three years until he graduated from high
school. There were n't opportunities for Pai par s to
play tennis and ge t an education in Latv.ia so he
decided to come to the United States, where he

could do both.
"I decided it was a good way to learn English,"
Paipars said. "And I wanted to continue playing
tennis."
He has had help adjusting to the United States
from sophomore Martins J aunzems and junior
Evalds Jurans, who are both from Latvia.
"I try to kee p him up mentally," said Jurans,
who is out for the season with a back injury. "To
come over to the states is tough. He had never
been here before, but 1 think h e has h andled it
quite well."
Paipars started the season at the No. 2 spot, but
was moved to No. 1 after the first match. Jurans
says he has seen improvement in Paipars' game
and in his confidence.
"I feel pressure, but it is because I am a freshman," said Paipars.
Paipars and the Toppers (2-6) play at 8 p .m.
tomorrow at Southern India na. Coach Jeff True
said Southern Indiana has one of its best teams in
years.
"Somehow, we always play them close, but this
team is very good," True said.
The women's tennis team (2-3) plays at 5 p .m.
Saturday at Evansville. The Lady Toppers may be
without sophomore Olga Kosaka, who has the flu.
Western beat Evansville 4-3 last season.
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► Track Brief
Western's track teams will
return to a familiar setting for the
Sun Belt Conference Indoor
Championships this weekend, and
Coach Cuitiss Long is confident of
their chances.
"This meet looks to be relatively close on paper," Long said.

"We're in about as good a shape as
we can be at this time."
And for the fourth time this
season, the teams will participate
in a meet at Middle Tennessee.
Long said Middle Tennessee
and Arkansas State are his picks
to win on the men's side, but six or
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seven teams can contend.
"Right now, with the addition
of Middle Tennessee, North Texas
and New Mexico State, both men
and women, our conference is easi Iy a top ten conference," Long
said.
Both of Western's teams are
healthy going into the meet,
except for sophomore Bonita Paul,
who has a stress fracture . Long
said about half the team have had

Class ifieds
For Rent

Spring Break
.........••..•.

Carriage Hill Apartments now

Nice, clean, BIG 1-4 bdrm $300
AAAA! Spring Break Bahamas
available: clean 2 bdrm apart- & up. Utilities furnished, deposit,
Party Cruise' 5 days $279!
ments, one block from campus
no pets. 782-9486.
Includes meals & Free Parties!
$410-$440/mo. one year lease,
Awesome Beaches, Nightlife 1
on-site management 783-8838.
Departs From Florida!
JUST MINS. TO CAMPUS.
2 bdrm/ $395. New carpet, lots of
Cancun & Jamaica $459!
1 BDRl\1- $95. Move In Special!!
closets/ storage, pool, on-site
springbreaktravel.com
NEW CARPET! NEW
1-800-678-6386
laundry. Call today for all the
1
APPLIANCES On-site laundry.
details! 781-5471
City convenience, country quiet.
AAAA! Spring Break Panama
CALL NOW! 781-5471
City from $129! Boardwalk Room
w/ kitchen. Next to Clubs!
3 or 4 BDRM available now,
7 Parties lnch,1ding Free Drinks!
adjacent to campus. All
Daytona $159!
appliances including washer &
springbreaktravel.com
dryer. Call SIMS REALTY.
1-800-678-6386
842-7919
#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas, &
5 bdrm, 2 1/2 bath. Large lot, old
Florida! Best Parties, Best
"81t
Rugby House. $1000/mo.
Hotels, Best Prices! Space is
Call 991-8808.
limited! Hurry up & Book Now!

Spring Break

.........•....•

••...•..•......

1801 APARTMENTS -Next to

campus, 2 bdrm, stove,
refrigerator, dishwasher, AC,
washer/dryer hookup. $450/mo
$300 deposit. Lease. 781-4689.

1-800-234-7007

www.endlesssummertours.com
SPRING BREAK Cancun, South
Padre & ALL Florida

destinations. BEST Hotels,
FREE parties. LOWEST prices!
Great Deal! Very nice 2 bdrm
www.breakerstravel.com
apts. 1328 Adams St. $350/mo. No
pets. Lease/ deposit required.
(800) 985-6789
846-2$97.

1 block from campus. 1 bdrm apt.

-

1309 Center St. $275/mo. Lease/
deposit required. 846-2397. ·
Large 3 bdrm at St. James
afnlrtments. Beat & water paid.
$575 781-8307.
Almost new 3 bdrm apt.
Central heat/air, washer/dryer
hookup, dishwasher. $450/mo.
1304 Kentucky St. 782-8882 .

••••.•...•.....

respiratory infections, but they
should be ready by Saturday.
Lon g has not fi nalized his
plans for which athletes will compete in each event because the
rosters do not have to be turned in
until tomorrow.
Sophomore Enda Grandfield
knows the teams should improve
their positions after finishing
eighth on the men's side and ninth
on the women's at last year's

Spring Break 2001

Panama City Beach, Florida
Accornodations directly on the
Strip, only$ 80-$110
per night per room.
All room~ sleeg 4-5'6:eople &
include kitchens. Toook direct
call 1-850-234-3997

;;;iNGe-:E:Kac:~
i.a BIIII~

www.spr/ngbreakdiret:~.t:om

SPRING BREAK 2002
C.ncun,Jama.ica, Ba rbados, Bahamas,
Acapuko, Padre and Florida.
FREE MEALS for limited time!!
FREE Partiu, drinks •nd exclu,ive ev•ntsJ

championships.
"We're older and stronger after
a year of running, so it's gonna be
a big factor," Grandfield said.
Freshmen will also be key this
weekend, as '%7 of the 57 track athletes are freshmen.
Long said he will be taking an
inexperienced team into Middle
Tennessee, but one that is used to
competing there.
- Camron Bastani

Placing classifieds: •Call 745-6287or fax your ad ro 745-2697.
TheJlnce: •$5.50 for firsr 15 words, 25ct each additional word.
Dea ines: •T uesday:S paper is Friday at 4 p.m.
•Thursdays paper 1s Tuesday ar ii p.m.

Help Wanted
...............

Help Wanted
......... , .....

POOL MANAGER
$250 A DAY POTENTIAL/
Southland Family Club is seeking bartending. Training provided.
a mature individual as Manager
1-800-293-3985 ext. 214
for the 2002 season. Lifeguard
certification preferred.
SUMMER LEADERSHIP
If interested send resume to
Personnel Committee,
TRAINING INTERNSHIP!
P.O. Box 601,
Apply now for the Anny
B.G. KY 42102-0601.

...............

Law Cle rk law office needs part
time clerk. Computer & medical

background helpful. Great for
WKU student in nursing or
pre-med. Resume to 607 E. 10th
Ave. Bowling Green 42101.

ROTC Leader's Training Course
Develop your team-building and
decision-making skills while
securing future career opportunities. Earn pay plus 6 credit
hours at WKU. Call Captain
Theresa WardeU for details .

............•••

745-6054

Frciterr}jties d SorQr ities
Clubs Stu ent GrouP,s

Earn $1 ,000-$2,000 this semester wit h the easy
CamP.usfundraiser. com thre e hour fundraising event. Does not
involve credit card applications. Fundraising dates are filling
quickly, so call t odayl Contact Campusfundraiser. com at
(888) 923-3238, or visit www campusfundraiser com.

Organize group. Travel FREEi

Vlslt www.SUNSPLASHTOUAS.com
Call 1 -800-426-7710

Health

_

WANTED! 29 People To Lose
Pounds & Inches in the Next 30
Days. Call Gloria Toll-Free.

..........•....
(866) 203-4209

Apartment: One block from

campus. Very nice, upstairs four
large rooms & bath. Share downstairs kitchen with single
32 yr. old male homeowner.
Seeking tenant, male or female .
$350/mo. 843-6773.

.....•••••..•..

3 bdrm, 2 bath, 2 car garage,
fireplace, large patio,
washer/dryer (hookup). 2652
Thames Valley $725/mo.
Call 846-2855 after 5:30
or leave message.

....•••••.•....

3 bdrm, 2 bath, 1 car garage,
fireplace, large patio,
washer/dryer (hookup). Located
in Stonehenge 2039 Wiltshire
$700/mo. Call 846-2855 after 5:30
or leave message .

Photography agen cy looking
for mode ls
between the ages of 18-22.
To set up an appointment call
Lisa 846-3359.

....•..........

I

Get A Job.
*WKU Spring
Job Fair*
South Campus

March 14th

11-5
Jobs Ci Internships auailable.
:brought to you by Career Serulces
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Western.
"It's going to be hard for me to hold
back the tears when I think of everything
we've been through together, (Robinson)
and I," Felton said."... Those guys have
made it special because they've taken a
program that was in the gutter when they
got here and raised it lo a national contender."
Robinson is the Hilltoppers' only captain and has contribute d all over the
court. In a game against Austin Peay, he
logged career highs in scoring and
rebounding, with 22 and 12, respectively,
and made a shot at the buzzer to defeat
the Governors. Five games later, he
pushed his rebounding ma rk to 15
against Florida International.
He remembers having doubts during
the first two seasons, though.
"Y:>U see other schools and programs
winning," he said. "Now I wouldn't
change it for anything."
Rowles has had frustrating times as a
Hilltopper, too. After a wrist injury in
the second game this season, his playing
time fell off but he has added to the team
in other ways.
"I think my main role on the team has
been helping the young guys out, answering questions," he said. "Then they turn
around and say 'You're right."'
Rowles, who has worn his hair in corn
rows all season, was named the Sun
Belt's Most Flamboyant Player in The
Sporting News' season preview. His afro
drew chants of "Haircut! Haircut!" in
last season's Sun Belt Confe r e nce
Tournament.
Winning that tournament is one of the
most special moments for all of the
seniors.
"We worked three years to get there,"

Rowles said. " It was like a sigh of relief."
Felton took a chance on Rowles ,
despite nee ding big players in his first
season.
"I'm more concerned with charatter
than anything else," Felton said. "I just
fell in love with Tremain's charisma and
personality."
Saturday night will mark the end of
the fiie of Diddle memories for
Robinson and Rowles.
But once again, a sum cha nce
remains that Hilltopper fans could see
Marcus playing in Diddle Arena for one
more season. If Marcus graduates this
spring, as he is scheduled to do, he
would earn back the year of eligibility he
lost as a freshman due to the NCAA's
Proposition 48 rule.
"I want to make this jump (to the
NBA)," Marcus said. "I'm not going lo
rule out coming back. .. . It's fun but at
the same time it's tough. You can't go
wrong staying in school.
"It's just based on how I feel, how my
family feels."
Robinson's and Rowles' basketball
futures are not as certain.
Both hope to play basketball professionally, they said , but neither has
received the attention Marcus has.
Robinson has 987 points and has one
home game left in which to join Marcus
and 36 other players who have scored at
least 1,000 points as Hilltoppers. Any
points scored in the postseason also
count for his total career points.
"Aw, he'll get it," Felton said.

Western topples Kentucky St.
Kentucky State (12-12)
came into Diddle Arena and
gave the men's b as ketba ll
team all it could handle for
20 minutes on Tuesday night.

Campbell's
decision is right one
BOUNDS:
C O N T IN U E D
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Appa rentl y that potential is
all we get to see.
Maybe the critics were right
a nd he is just an unre a s onable, hothead ed coac h whose
embarrassing courts ide antics
would n eve r ear n h im a s hout
out from Ma rtha Stewar t.
And though h e wi ll n ever
have the p assi ve -aggress ive
style of a M.ike Krzyzews ki, his
swift resignation fo ll owing a
string of ina ppropr iate behavior may s a y m o r e a bout him
than a technical foul eve r will.
And this i s m y word :
Campbell finall y did right by
his form e r playe rs .
He realized that his philosophie s of h ow to run a b aske tball te am didn ' t c oinc ide
with West e rn 's and he is cutting his losses.
Just too bad about the costs
that b o th s i des mu st n o w
endure.
And I'm not just talking d ollars and cents.
For Wes tern, there is th e
lite r a l cost of havin g to g ive
money to a g uy wh o thre w its
program into dis array.
The n ther e are the e motional scars left by Campbell, scars
whi c h will n ot o nl y m ar th e
playe r s he leaves be hi n d , but
also the progr am as it searches
for his re placeme nt.
For Campb e ll, hi s r es ume
will for e ver b e sta i n e d by a
fir s t-ever h ea d coac h ing job
that will always be c ake d in
controver sy.
Can 't you hear the interview
quest ion ?
Coach, so what w ent w rong
for you at Western 1
Ouch .
I n t he end , it was p r e tty
s imple . E ither Campbe ll h ad
to get the h eck out of d odge or
Western was going to see to it
that h e g ot the h e ck o ut of
dodge. It was j u st a matter of

r

who took the lead.
Und e r it all , Campbe ll is
ac tua lly a r ea son a ble individual. And he will find a situation somewhere that is best for
him.
This just wasn 't it.
Kudos to him for at least
atte mpt ing t o lesse n the d a mage fro m the tra in wr eck that
Western's women's hoops program now must clean up.
I just wish it didn't have to
c om e at the e xp e n se of som e
great seniors.
Ky le Hi ghto w er' s co lum n
appears on Tuesda y and occa sionally on Thursday. Y ou can
rea ch him a t 745 -6 291 or by em ail a t htowa@hotm ail.com.

HOMESTAND: Tops

look to improve

But the Hilltoppers (24-3, 12-1 SBC)
handed KSU its second loss in as many
days, 100-63, though the Thorobreds
stuck close in the first half, even leading
by three.
"I thought they played harder than us
in the first half and that's never much
fun to admit," Felton said.
The Hilltoppers made two of 22 from
behind the arc. Fortunately for Felton's
team, which is usually dependable from
downtown at 39 percent, it had another
option.
Marcus came in about two-and-a-half
minutes into the game, making his presence felt instantly. The All-American
scored Western's next fie ld goal and
blocked a shot after being in the game
less than two minutes, en route to his
best game of the season. Marcus missed
17 games with a stress fracture in his left
ankle.
"I guess I'm just making up for lost
time," said Marcus, who played one year
of high school basketball. He finished
with 32 points in the game, one short of
his career high.
He also sealed his place in Hilltopper
history when he made two free throws
with 6:37 remaining in the game. Those
two points made Marcus the 36th member ofWestern's 1,000-point club.
The Thorobreds were "throwing a lot
of cheap shots," Marcus said.
"You can't come in here and just
push me around and get away with it,"
he said. ".. . Tonight I just felt good, getting the lift and taking shots toward the
rim."
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and stayed behind as the team traveled to San Diego.
"I've kind of been down the last couple weeks,"
Cattell said. " I apologized to the team for letting
them down, but I'll come back and make an impact
this weekend."
Tomorrow, the Toppers take on Asbury College,
an NAIA school that r e turns just t wo seniors .
Western will try to take advantage of As bury's inexperience, and get some of its own rookies involved.
The Toppers will start freshman Brooks Sketo on the
mound.
Western will follow with three games against
Illinois State, playing a double-header Saturday and
finishing up Sunday, though Murrie said starters for
those games haven't been decided.
"We're hoping to win four in a row," Townsend
said. "Illinois State is a tough team, but definitely
not the same caliber as San Diego State or Oregon
State."
Murrie, while confident about tomorrow's matchup and looking to get some young players experience
on the mound, wasn 't so bold in regard to Illinois
State.
·
"They beat us two out of three at home last year,"
Murrie said. "I anticipate the same type COIJl.petitive
ball games this time."
One thing is for sure, Western must improve drastically in one area to have a chance against either
opponent.
"We have to hit," Townsend said. "It's hard to win
any games when you hit as bad as we did last weekend."
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$30 REBATE ON ALL
NOKIA PHONES

Super-size y ourlocal
coverage area with

~ Cities!

31 00 Minutes

$1 9. 99

400 Anytime Minutes

$35 a month

-_1AT&T

a month

NOKIA
some reslrictoons apply
a one year service agreement required

Unlimited Nights & Weekends
FREE Incoming Calls

Redeem this coupon for a
FREE CAR CHARGER with the

purchase of wireless service.
Come visit us at DUC
270.535.3366
We are also located at 600 U.S. 31W
270. 793.9591
-
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Big Red's Growl
Come m eet the Hilltoppers and

·WKU Hilltoppers

cheer them o n as they prepare to face

·Coming Home K ing candidates

the Blue Raiders of MTSU on Saturday.

·Food & Music

Don't Forget to wear your red for the Big

·Spirit Contest

Red Spirit Contest! The event starts at
8 p.m. Be there and bring a frie nd!

1

Friday, February 22, 2002
8p.m. DUC 4th floor
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